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Abstract 

The technique of microwave . 
limb sounding -from space 

represents a very powerful tool for determining the atmospheric 
processes involved in ozone depletion, the greenhouse effect, acid 
rain, etc.. Unfortunately, the technology involved in producing 
millimetric and submillimetric devices is highly complex, and 
miniature. The power levels and environmental conditions 
existing aboard spacecraft in present 'use, 5 differ from those 
required by the low noise heterodyne receivers employed by the 
Radio Astronomy community. Therefore, great effort has been 
spent in the design of radiometers with limited power and weight 
requirements, so that they can withstand the rigours of launch 

and operation in space. 
This thesis describes the design and construction of a 

subharmonically pumped, double diode mixer which is now used 
in an airborne atmospheric radiometer. The mixer power 
requirement and rugged nature make it an ideal option for space 
operation. The assembly of the millimetric circuit required the 
development, of novel techniques which enabled the incorporation 

of discrete circuit elements onto a single quartz substrate. This 

allowed the physical testing of the millimetric circuit 
independently of the RF block. 

A detailed investigation into the `whiskering' technique was 
carried out. It was thus possible to pinpoint errors that had 

previously occurred in assembly and which had resulted in the 
failure of a space flight device. With the adoption of quantified 
procedures, devices constructed using the `whiskering' technique 
were shown to be considerably more resilient than had previously 
been thought. 

The performance of the mixer is comparable with other 
designs using Schottky diodes at room temperature (-1200K DSB) 

and the local oscillator power requirement is easily met with a 
single solid state source. 

A simple theoretical analysis using the Seigel and Kerr 

program was undertaken in conjunction with RF measurements 
performed on a 65X scale model to determine steps required for 
further improvement. 
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Chapter, 1: Introduction -,. } 

1.1 Overall, -Aim --, - .; -I 

Concern over mankind's effect on.. the Earth's atmosphere 
has grown exponentially over the last' three ý decades. The lack of 

evidence pinpointing the cause of problems such as ozone 
depletion, the greenhouse " effect, - acid rain, etc., has allowed 

politicians and industry to largely sidestep the issue. - Only 

recently, with the launch, - of the Upper t Atmosphere, Research 

Satellite (UARS) in September 1991 is such evidence now being 

collected on a global basis. UARS is truly spectacular in its concept 

and complexity. All of the' seven experiments on board represent 

the state of the art in their space qualified form. 

This thesis hopes to deal with one small, seemingly trivial 

area of the associated technologies that have been combined to 

make such projects possible. The area in question is in the field of 

whisker contacted millimetre -wave devices. It' is hoped that by 

the end of this thesis the reader, will understand some of the 

problems involved and when presented with their solutions, will 

see that past concern over 
_ 
the reliability of this. particular type of 

device has been unfounded. 

1.2 The Need for Whiskered Schottky Devices 

The upper atmosphere can be considered as a low density 

mixture of gases. Because of their overall shape, each different 

molecule that makes up the atmosphere will have a moment of 

inertia associated with it. Thermal emission of radiation from the 
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atmospheric constituents occurs as' they tumble together, t } collide 

and react with heat and light. The frequency at which the 

emissions occur is unique to each particular species. ' Therefore if a 

portion of the atmosphere is examined over a frequency. range, 

instead of white noise; ' a series of intensity peaks- is', Observed, 

with each peak corresponding to a particular molecular y, or " atomic 

emission. The strength of emission is largely; determined by the 

-abundance of' the, corresponding'' molecular 0 species and the 

conditions being experienced at the time. An example of ý' such a 

spectrum is given in fig 1.1: 1 and is taken from [1]. 
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fig 1.1.1 

It is apparent, that if the atmosphere can be observed in 

small regions, then' the combined outputs can be reassembled to 

form 'a global map. A very 'powerful technique' that does this "is 

used on, the UARS spacecraft. The Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) 
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instrument scans the antenna of a'; microwave receiver up and 

down, as the spacecraft orbits the earth. The antenna restricts the 

view- of the receiver - to a thin beam allowing it to receive 

emissions `from, a narrow column, of gas from within the : limb of 

the atmosphere. The term limb refers to the fine halo surrounding 

the earth. Although, from the ground the atmosphere seems thick, 

in relation to the- Earth's' diameter, it appears as a very. thin 

shroud of gas. The antenna is swept up and down through a 

vertical - slice of the atmosphere, °- so that the abundance of the 

desired molecules can be determined as, a function of height. In 

this way a global map (see Chapter 5) is assembled for different 

gases at different heights, latitudes, -, 
longitudes and -times. 

The portion of the electro-magnetic spectrum in which such 

measurements can ý be made ranges from the millimetre, through 

submillimetre, to infra-red wavelengths. It is not possible to 

detect the signal directly. and then amplify it, ' as 'amplifiers 

presently do not operate in the , desired region. Instead, the' - signal 

is detected using a heterodyne receiver, employing a mixer. The 

heterodyne technique was first reported in 1919 [2], - although 

others were 'probably using the technique at the same time. 

Basically, the desired signal is mixed with a larger', amplitude 

signal of similar frequency. This waveform is ": called the-Local 

Oscillator or ' LO. The combined waveform is then coupled into a 

nonlinear element, such as ai diode. The nonlinear nature of the 

device causes harmonics of the original signals to be generated. 

These -new harmonics are at frequencies made up of summations 

and differences of the - two original frequencies, (see section 1.3). 

One of the generated harmonics is at the intermediate frequency 

or IF: This is at exactly the difference- between the two signals =and 
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if the signal and LO frequencies are - sufficiently close, can then be 

amplified directly -or alternatively mixed downy to' yet a" lower 

frequency. This technique is adopted in almost every , receiving 

system - in common day use, including the . television set - and radio. 

The heterodyne technique does not -solve -all-of the : problems 

encountered when operating in the -millimetre, region as- at these 

high frequencies the wavelength of the radiation As very. small. It 

is apparent that if the " performance is to be maintained; ` the 

nonlinear mixing element and mixing - circuit must also . be kept 

small otherwise the associated reactances may 'effectively. short 

circuit the signal. The signal can be coupled into 'the mixing circuit 

via waveguide or quasi-optical feeds. For a millimetre' wave ° mixer 

intended for limb sounding, waveguide is " the preferred ,i option, as 

the signal can be coupled into the waveguide 'via a very = efficient 

feedhorn with a well defined! beam pattern ( this is important for 

subsequent data retrievals). Waveguide also has = well - understood 

behaviour and allows effective tuning of the mixing 'circuit; with 

" the aid of one or more- backshorts. So that -unwanted low 

frequency signals are rejected by the mixer, the, dimensions of the 

waveguide are chosen so that propagation, is inhibited. As the 

waveguides required are so small, they cannot be combined in the 

conventional manner, i. e. - with' waveguide flanges and 'screws. 

Instead, the waveguides are machined into two halves of - a- solid 

-piece of metal which 'can be fastened - together to --form ,, the 

waveguide sections. This is referred to as -a waveguide block. ' 

The signal, after being coupled into the waveguide block' via 

quasi-optical components in conjunction ' with a feedhorn; - is then 

coupled -into the mixing circuit, incorporating the nonlinear 

element. In a well machined and designed block it is at this i point 
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that 'most of the signal power may be' lost. For 'example, if the 

mixing circuit presents a poor match ' to the signal, then much of 

the signal may simply be reflected out of the device. At ' this ' high 

frequency of operation, the circuit elements dimensions are of the 

order of 100µm or' less. The dimensions of each circuit element 

control to a' large extent the impedance presented by the mixing 

circuit to the signal, ``as each= will have a characteristic reactance 

associated with it. Hence the' amount' of signal power coupled in 

also depends on the dimensions of each' element in the mixing 

circuit. A' high degree of accuracy' is therefore required in the 

assembly 'of the circuit. Unfortunately, the techniques usually 

employed to produce such small circuit, elements are not easily 

adapted for use at these high frequencies. For example, 

photolithography which is used with great success in the 

microelectronics industry to produce sub-micron devices' has one 

serious drawback. Because the process relies on the use of thin 

layers' of photoresist, 'all operations need to be carried ý out on a flat 

substrate. Hence the resulting devices are generally planar in 

nature. The nonlinear element is left in intimate contact with the 

substrate, which usually has highly dielectric ''properties. *' The 

parasitic capacitance of the connecting leads is therefore often 

large enough to effectively short circuit the nonlinear conductance 

of the mixing element. Planar techniques are now being developed 

that result in a virtually 'open' or three dimensional structure 

and this type of device is discussed in Chapter 2. 

In order to reduce the parasitic reactance to a very low 

level, the electrical connections to the nonlinear device, typically a 

Schottky diode, should be surrounded by air, so that the dielectric 

effects are minimized. A technique first reported in [3] employed 
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a novel variation of that reported by Sharpless 
. 

[4] in., order to 

form a more reliable point, contact. The type, of diode, described 

has since become known as the honeycomb matrix diode.. Discreet 

recessed diode anodes are formed across , the face of a. Gallium 

Arsenide (GaAs) chip, in a pattern resembling ,a honeycomb 

matrix. This type, of -diode requires the electrical, connection to, be 

made via a pointed wire or whisker. The wire is held in place . by 

the,, spring loading present in the wire, when it . is forced : into 

intimate 
, contact with the diode.. This type of diode contact 

represents the basic subject matter for, this thesis, and has been 

the standard way in which millimetre wave devices haves 
,, 
been 

realised for the past three decades. 
. 

1.3 Harmonic Generation 

Although there are many, different types of mixer, they all 

have one characteristic in common. All : employ a nonlinear 

, element in one form, or another. The reason as to why, this is; , so is 

discussed below. 
.1W;, ;. R 

Any nonlinear device will have a voltage/current 

characteristic of the form ,,. 
I= f(V) . ... 1.3.1 

The current can be described by the expression :- 

I=aV+bV2+cV3+dV4+eV5 -..., ... 1.3.2 

where a, b, c, d, e, etc, are constant real coefficients. 

If the device is excited by a two tonal signal of the form: - 
.r, 

k4_ 
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VS = vs(t)°= Vicös(co1t)'+' Vzcos(co2t) ... 1.3.3 

where Co 1 and w2 are the angular frequencies of 'the "signals: 

By substituting 1.3.3 into 1.3.2 and using some simple 

trigonometry the current can be described by: - 

'I = ia(t) + ib(t) +'ic(t)... ... 1.3.4 

where ia(t), ib(t), ic(t), etc, are the components 'of the cünents that 

contain a, b, c as their common denominators. 

ia(t) = avs(t) = aVlcos(colt) + aV2cos(cw2t) 
... 1: 3.5 

2 (t) =2b (V1 + V2 + Vi cos(2co l t) + ib(t) = bvs 

V2cos(2cO2t) + 2V1V2[cos((Co1 +02A + cos((wl - 

wa)t)]} ý' ... 
1.3.6 

ic(t) = cvs(t) =2C {Vicos(3wit) +-V? cos(3w2t) 

+ 3ViV2[cos((2wi + wz)t) +_, cos((2(oi" - (0z)t)] 

+3V1V2[cos((2w2 +'000 + cos((2w2 - (0 001- 

+ 3(Vi + 2V1V2)co's(c)it') 

+3(V22 + 2V2VIcos((02t)) ... 1.3.7 

From the two original signals, many new frequencies or 

harmonics are generated. All new frequencies consist of multiples 
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and summations of the original signal frequencies such that they 

can shown in the form: - 

wmn = m(01 + nO)2 ... 1.3.8 

xt 

where m, n = ... -3, -2, -1,0,1,2,3,.... 
To categorise a particular harmonic, it is given an order and 

this is simply the sum of the absolute products.. For instance,,. in 

1.3.6 we have the harmonic; - 

cos((2w2. - wl)t) 

and the order of this -harmonic is given by; - 

1+21 +I-11 =3... 1.3.9 

The new signal Omn is called the mixing frequency and the 

current produced at that frequency is called the mixing product. It 

can be seen that harmonics of even order will only be generated 

by terms of even degree, similarly for odd order harmonics. 

Harmonic generation due to the action of a nonlinear device 

upon two signals provides the means to convert a signal from one 

frequency to another.. The desired frequency is simply tapped off 

with the correct choice of embedding impedance and with the aid 

of an appropriate filter. 

,. -ý, ýý 

_ý 
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1.4 Common Mixing ' Elements' 

A mixing element intended for use in a heterodyne receiver 

will have an IV characteristic that switches from a low to a high 

impedance in response to the application of a local oscillator 

signal. For the 'two mixing elements discussed here, the nonlinear 

behaviour is provided by exploiting, the,, density., of,. electron states 

existing firstly, in a semiconductor, and then 
, a, superconductor. 

1.4.1 The Schottky Diode 

When a metal is placed in 
, contact., with ra group III-V 

semiconductor such as GaAs, the valence, and conduction bands of 

the semiconductor bend in order to make the Fermi levels of the 

¢two , 
materials, equal . -This effect . 

is 
, shown in figure 1.4.1 

a r� 
Vacuum level 

l Fq 

b 

Ev-If 

fig 1.4.1 

Thus a potential barrier to, electron,, flow from, the 

semiconductor to the metal is 
., 
set, up and is given, by: -, 

Ob - ým- ýs ... 1.4.1 
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Similarly, from the metal to the semiconductor: - , 

4 =4m-x 
... 1.4.2 

where: - 

4b = The barrier height. 

Os = The work function of the semiconductor. 
Om = The work function of the metal. 

x= The electron affinity 

Ec = Energy level of the conduction band. 

E� = Energy level of the valence band. 

Eg = Band gap energy. 

This type of barrier is named after 'Schottky who carried out 

some of the first investigations into this effect [5] and as the 
junction has rectifying properties it has since become known as 

the Schottky diode. 

Although a useful description the preceding sentences are 

an over simplification of the real situation. The potential barriers 

that would be obtained using this model do not agree with 

measured barriers. This discrepancy is put down to the large 

number of surface states present on the surface of the 

semiconductor. Therefore the surface state density tends to set 

the height of the barrier, rather than the metal. 

Electrons may cross the barrier by either of two 

mechanisms, thermionic or field emission. Usually a combination 

of these occur but thermionic is the dominant mechanism for 
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moderately doped', GaAs., ` 

The current resulting from a voltage =; V across -the', barrier is 

*given : by: -, 

I= A** T2. exp 
(b)[e, 

(j, ()i] .. 1.4.2 . 

where: - 
A** = Effective Richardson constant. 

T= Absolute 
-temperature. 

q= Electron charge. 

If the saturation current Is is defined by: - 4i 

Is=A**T2exp(gb) ... 1.4.3 

Then the current is given by: - 

.I_ IS 
[exp()-i] 

.:. ̀ 1.4.4. 'Kr 

For V» 
q, 

1.4.4 approximates to :- 

I= Is exp( ) 
... 1.4.5 

For a real diode, this relationship. is modified to: - 

I= I$ exp(n ) 
... 1.4.6 
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where n is the ideality factor. For an ideal diode . n=1 buts for most 

real diodes n lies somewhere in the range 1-1.25. 

A typical characteristic of a Schottky diode is shown in 

figure 1.4.2. 
Current 

Forward conduction 

"-6. Ov 

"0'8v Voltage 

Reverse Breakdown 

fig 1.4.2 

A region of the semiconductor in front of the metal -is 
depleted of carriers at equilibrium (electrons for n-type GaAs). 

This region is called the depletion region. Its thickness is voltage 
dependent and is given by 

w2 
2£(V+Vbi) 

= qN 

where: - 

w= The depletion region thickness. 
£= The permittivity of the semiconductor. 

N= The doping concentration. 

V= The applied voltage. 

Vbi = The built in potential of the junction. 

1.4.7 
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Therefore the junction will have a voltage dependent ý capacitance 

associated * with it. Assuming an abrupt end to the depletion 

region, the capacitance of the junction will be similar to that 

associated with a parallel, plate, capacitor or: - 

CA 
C= W 1.4.8 

where: - 
A= The area, of , the junction. 

Thus not only is the Schottky, diode- a nonlinear conductance but 

also behaves as a nonlinear capacitance. 

1.4.2 The SIS Junction 

An, ideal mixing element will have an IV characteristic that 

approaches a step function. A type of superconducting tunnel 

junction that closely approximates this ideal, is the 

Superconductor/Insulator/Superconductor or SIS junction. This 

device is formed when a thin layer of insulator is placed between 

two superconducting electrodes. ! For. the device to have the correct 

characteristic impedance, the insulating layer has to be -2-6 

nanometres.. thick and therefore is usually formed from, the native 

, oxide of the,, superconducting material. 

The sharp discontinuity, in the, IV characteristic of this 

device, is, caused by, the, singular, nature; of the current carrying, 

particles . in the superconductor., In .a superconductor, the electrons 
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V 

At zero bias 
Superconducting 
Cooper pairs can 
tunnel through the 
barrier, provided 
they maintain their 
pair momentum. 

ýv 

a) '1 e 

b) 

Condensed Cooper 
pairs 

At Cooper pairs 
can split. One electron 

20 tunnels across the 
e barrier, the other' 

occupies the lowest 
excited state. 

At higher biases, the 
total number of quasi- 
particle states becomes 
constant hence normal 
tunnelling occurs. 

fig 1.4.3 

in the condensed state are not independent but are linked to (form 

a Cooper pair. These are not restricted by the 'Pauli exclusion 

principle and can -therefore all occupy the same energy state. Thus 

when a voltage bias is applied across the barrier' ideally, no 

current will flow, until the gap voltage (20/e) is reached. " The gap 
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völtage' is the ' minimum voltage appearing across the junction that 

is (required to break up a"' Cooper pair. 'At this voltage 'ä hinge 

number of states become'' available" and Cooper pairs can then split 

into` two ' qu asip articles*. ' 'One" of which tunnels through the bather 

'into "the` second" electrode, 1 öccüpying the lowest quasipärticle state, 

the other is converted into a quasiparticle and occupies the 'lowest 

excited state in ' the first electrode! This` process" is 'shown in a 

schematic' manner in figure 1.4.3. 

The 'full theoretical treatment of the' SIS 'phenomenon 'is-'not 

within the realms', of this' thesis, and SIS devices and mixers are 

in'' in ` Chapter 2. '` '" 

1.5 ' The Thesis Layout 

1ý _r 
Fýs. 

j. 

There gare ' many different types` 'of' nonlinear device that will 

act as a mixing element, and the better known of these 4 are 

discussed in Chapter 2. Each type has its own desirable' "and 

undesirable characteristics and operational requirements. Because 

'of this, each can often only be' considered for one pärticülär 

'application. With the` advance öf, technolögy, each new innövation 

in-areas such as 'photolithography or cryogenics may reshuffle the 

relative'advantages of each and their respective applications. 

Some ''of "; the different" technical " areas i that limit each ' device's 

application " are also " discussed along" with with piöblerns"associated with 

the "waveguide mount. " 
The final design of thel miter which `'forms the ̀  basis"" öf' this 

,! thesis, *was determined by the overall 'system " requirements. 

Chapter 3 examines the arguments for and 'against 'the different 
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design options. Once the design, had been finalised, the basic 

requirements of the mixer block, RF, and IF circuits are, considered. 
Chapter 4 examines the different options for, the -assembly of 

the mixing circuit, and then describes the techniques. that. had to 

be developed in order to fabricate the desired whisker/diode 

assembly. 

As the mixer was to be used, in a working receiver, fairly 

extensive performance and reliability testing was carried out., The 

test systems, procedures and results are given , 
in, Chapter ° 5. 

Although all the mixers built had respectable performance 

in comparison with other devices, it was apparent that. they . were 

not working to their full potential. A simple computer analysis 

was conducted to determine the diode embedding impedance 

required for optimum frequency conversion. Once determined, a 

low frequency scale model was used to determine how, the diode 

embedding impedance in the working mixer compared - with the 

computed optimum. The procedure and �results 
are discussed in 

Chapter 6. 

In Chapter 7,. possible, future techniques, - envisaged for 

devices operating at higher frequencies, are described. The 

computer analysis results are used in conjunction with the scale 

model to investigate the feasibility of. a very broadband low noise 

mixer, operating at 183GHz. An improved whisker contacting 

technique. that was developed for use with the UARS 
. 
MLS mixers 

is also discussed. Some sample data that haS been obtained as ,a 
result of their use is given as evidence of the power of the 

. 
microwave limb sounding -technique. 

Finally, some conclusions are drawn and these are briefly 

discussed in Chapter 8 
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Chapter 2: Aspects of Millimetre Wave Technology 

2.1 Heterodyne Mixer Elements 

2.1.1 Schottky Honeycomb Matrix Diodes 

Schottky honeycomb matrix diodes have for some time been 

the mainstay nonlinear mixing element used at millimetre 

wavelengths. Although ultimate sensitivity has been obtained 

using SIS devices, the Schottky diode is still preferred for many 

applications, in which simplicity of receiver design outweighs the 

performance requirement. 

I 

fig 2.1.1 

The Schottky mixer has the obvious advantage, in that unlike the 

SIS mixer, good performance can be obtained at room 
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temperature. This is highly desirable for space and airborne 

experiments where the conditions of operation are not always 

appropriate for the cryogenically cooled SIS receivers. It is 

possible to fly a helium cooled receiver but such a system is 

expensive and will have a limited lifetime. Indeed, only now is the 

closed cycle cooler technology becoming available that would 

allow the extended use of SIS devices in space, the overiding 

problems still remaining being the high power requirement, cost 

and reliability. In any event, Schottky diodes are still used in most 

SIS receivers as the non-linear element used in the LO multiplier 

chain and it is therefore likely that they will still be around for 

some time to come. 

There are a limited number of specialist high frequency 

diode suppliers throughout the world, mainly because of the lack 

of demand, and the expensive nature of the manufacturing 

equipment required. However, as Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) 

technology becomes more accessible, so should the availability of 

low noise diodes. This type of diode structure requires only some 

relatively straight forward photolithographic operations to realise. 

Being an `open' device, no electrical connecting lines need to be 

formed, as the circuit is completed with the aid of the whisker. 

The typical form of a matrix diode is shown in figure 2.1.1. This is 

an SEM photograph of one of the latest notch front diodes made at 

the diode fabrication facility at the University of Virginia (UVA) in 

the USA. 

The diode anode size is approximately 1µm in diameter. This 

appears to be the current lower limit for this type of diode, 

although there has been several reports of smaller, back 

contacted diodes recently. A schematic diagram for a typical diode 
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is shown in figure 2.1.2, the values given for the doping levels 

should only be considered as approximate. 

Anode Metallization (Au 
, 

Pt) 

N Type Epilayer 0.1-0.2 pm 
Doping 0.5-2x10 exp 17 

N+ Type GaAs 3 µm 
Doping 1 x10 exp 19 

Bulk GaAs Wafer 

Ohmic Contact 

*Not to scale 

fig 2.1.2 

Each chip costs approximately $1000, which means that 

great care has to be taken in their use and only large 

establishments can afford to perform extensive research. A 

further complication is brought about by the tiny nature of the 

diode chip, since being so small, if it is mishandled, there is a very 

real possibility that it will not be found. This adds an element of 

risk to the assembly process that has to be accepted and can be 

extremely stressful for the person performing the operations. 
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Certainly, from, the view of this thesis, the limited access to the 

diodes used ensured that_ a truly thorough characterisation could 

not be attempted. This would not have been the case had the 

diodes been plentiful. This lack of availability should not be 

underemphasised and any further work could profitably be spent 

ensuring a readily available supply of cheap reproducible, - diodes. 

As the required frequency of operation increases, the size of 

the diode chip becomes an ever more critical factor in the mixing 

circuit. For example, at 600GHz, a 100µm thick, back contacted 

diode chip, represents an element of length =0.72X. This is a 

significant part of a wavelength, and therefore has to be 

considered when designing the circuit. This highlights one of the 

main problems associated with the discreet device assembly 

technique. Due to the miniature nature of the components, exact 

reproduction of the physical layout becomes very difficult. For 

instance, if the whisker length is altered in order to change the 

impedance presented to the diode and hence the performance, the 

easiest way is to remove the whisker, and re-etch the tip of the 

wire by the required amount. In order to remake the contact, ' as 

the whisker is now shorter, it is therefore necessary to alter the 

position of the whisker pin, itself a critical element of the circuit. 

The same result ensues even if the diode choke assembly is 

moved forward to compensate, as now less of the diode' sits in the 

substrate channel and more in the I waveguide. As they' tunable 

parameters do not- act independently, a controlled" empirical 

optimization is difficult and laborious. 

l 
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2.1.2 Planar Diode Technology 

One way of gaining very -fine, control over the circuit 

element's dimensions, is to either include the diode and whisker 
into the stripline circuity directly or to form the whisker and diode 

together as a packaged chip. This can be done using conventional 

photolithographic techniques, giving micron control over whisker 
lengths and contact pad sizes, etc.. Also it would in theory, be 

possible to fabricate a large number of. these chips on a single 

substrate simultaneously, bringing down the price and increasing 

availability. This has been attempted by many groups over the 

last decade, but devices using Schottky diodes utilised in this way, 

have given poor performance, when compared to the whisker 

contacted diode technique. 

The main reason for this lack of success, has been the inability ý to 

fabricate the "beam lead" or "planar" diodes with sufficiently low 

parasitic reactances. Two simple equivalent. circuits for the two 

arrangements are shown below in figure 2.1.3. 

As can be seen, any capacitance in parallel with the 

non-linear diode conductance, will effectively short circuit the 

applied signal, making it difficult to couple power into the diode. 

where : 

Cj = Voltage dependent junction capacitance. 

Gj = Voltage dependent junction conductance. 
e 

r. 3 3 



Cp 39 

Whisker Contacted Diode 

fig 2.1.3(a) 

Cp 

Planar or Beam Lead Diode Package 

fig 2.1.3(b) 

f 

i 
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I: W-" = Whisker" inductance. ' 

RS = Diode `series resistance. ' '' 

Cp : Parasitic package capacitance. 

'C", _ 'Parasitic whisker capacitance.. "'- 

tj s, . .. a_ )� ... �1b 

Col = Parasitic, junction overlay capacitance. 

The main parasitic capacitance Introduced in the standard -planar 

diode is 'due to the laying of. the whisker tip over, ' the- epitaxial 

layer. Although the diode, anode itself is of the same area as that 

used in a conventional matrix diode and therefore contributes the 

same, junction capacitance, in order to make the mask alignment 

steps easier during fabrication, as well as making the structure 

stronger, the whisker tip is made substantially larger than the 

anode. Unlike the whisker contacted diode in which the whisker is 

in free space, the whisker in the planar diode's case, lies along the 

exposed surface of the high dielectric GaAs substrate. Combined 

with the two dimensional planar nature of the whisker, this 

introduces a substantial capacitance. 

As the package has to be incorporated into a stripline circuit, 

two solder pads are usually included. These pads give an 

additional capacitance as again they are separated by the GaAs 

bulk. Great efforts have gone into reducing these parasitics and at 

the time of -writing very good performance is now being obtainQ 

using planar diodes that make use of the following feature (see 

chapter seven). Many different approaches have been tried to 
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effectively reduce the dielectric of the material between the 

solder pads and also the whisker and anode. Of these, by far the 

most successful has been the use of the airbridge. This was first 

reported in [1] and one of the latest examples of a diode pair 

fabricated at UVA is shown in figure 2.1.4. Simplistically, the 

technique involves the etching of the material from under the 

whisker leaving a trench running between the solder pads. The 

main body of the whisker is now in free space and the capacitance 

between the solder pads is reduced. In addition there is no direct 

electrical pathway through the N+ Gallium Arsenide layer. The 

incorporation of this step alone reduces the parasitic shunt 

capacitance from =1 pF to =20fF [2] 

fig 2.1.4 

Devices of this type are now giving good performance, 

although they have yet to be tested at sub-millimetre frequencies. 

It is likely that that they will work well, but nevertheless because 

of their larger parasitics (despite air bridging) will still probably 

he out performed by a well optimized whiskered device. It is of 

course possible to tune out the parasitics using multiple 
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backshorts and or 'other tuning ' elements, ý possibly, built into, the 

package, but ý this would', ' be 'at , the expense of; instantaneous 

bandwidth änd " fabrication complexity. This can ` -be ' a' serious 

disadvantage, - especially 'in ' the submillimetre region where 

efficient- reliably,, tuned backshorts, are only now., ' 'becoming 

available. [3]. 

Although diodes of this type are far, more easily 

incorporated into, the mixer circuit, once in, there is no possibility 

for the optimization of the whisker length, as the'-'physical 

dimensions are set by the fabrication. Therefore it is necessary to 

design- the fabrication mask 'sets to include- variations' in the 

-, critical areas. In order to change the chip, `-the whole- mixer has", to 

-be dismantled and rebuilt with the new, diode in place, although ' it 

may be ' possible . to ý tform -a temporary bond for optimization 

purposes '[4]. Of course this also, means that 'a new diode' has to-be 

purchased again making a* cheap - plentiful supply essential. 

. Ideally, it , is desirable ' to have diode fabrication in house, so' that 

batch repeatability- and cost can be kept down. With direct write 

Electron Beam Lithography becoming more accessible, small 

changes in overall design could be easily implemented, giving 

better control over circuit parameters. 

Because the diode anodes are so small, both types of diode 

structure are equally susceptible to Electro-Static Damage (ESD) 

but with the planar diode it may be possible. to build protection 

into the package hence guaranteeing the diode from fabrication 

right through to final assembly. The final goal of planar 

technology must be' to fabricate the diodes directly onto the 

stripline circuitry. This will be difficult, mainly because quartz 

will still be desirable as the filter circuit substrate due to the 
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undesirably high dielectric constant of GaAs. Transferring the 

diode and metallization from one to the other presents many 

problems but would give the ability to assemble millimetric 

devices with apparent ease. In addition miniaturization of the 

circuit is possible even down to the dimensions required for 

terahertz devices. 

2.1.3 SIS Devices. 

Whereas Schottky mixers give good performance even at 

room temperature, mixers incorporating SIS devices as the 

nonlinear mixing element have been shown to give quantum 

limited performance. Understandably, there is much interest in 

the possibility of using such devices in space. Unfortunately SIS 

devices have one requirement of operation that presently is 

inconvenient and expensive in a spaceborne instrument, that 

being the need to cool them to the superconducting transition 

temperature or below. 

fig 2.1.5 
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This problem is being attacked on two fronts. Increasing the 

transition temperature of the materials used, and in conjunction, 

developing pratical mechanical space coolers that will operate at 

the low temperatures required. Great progress is being made in 

both areas and it is only a matter of time before the two overlap. 

The main use for SIS receivers at this moment in time, is in 

the field of ground based millimetre wave Radio Astronomy, 

where the ultra-low noise performance promises 

increased sensitivity and accuracy. Here, cooling does 

not present such a problem as it is possible in the main, to use 

well established cryogenic techniques. 

Depending on the superconducting material used and the 

required frequency of operation, different techniques for 

fabrication can be used. A typical lead-alloy based device 

fabricated by the author using the so called Dolan suspended 

bridge technique [5] is shown in figure 2.1.5. 

fig 2.1.6 
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The junction is formed in the overlapping region between the two 

electrodes. Not shown in the micrograph fie� the accompanying 

stripline filters. These extend outwards from either side of the 

junction and are formed simultaneously with the junction. An 

alloy consisting of lead, gold and indium is evaporated through a 

three dimensional photoresist mask. The lower electrode is then 

oxidised, forming the insulating layer. The upper electrode is then 

evaporated, with the substrate held at a different angle. As the 

mask is fabricated using a novel multilayer photolithographic 

technique [5J, any number of junctions may be formed in almost 

any configuration. Figure 2.1.6 shows an array of five junctions 

and the photoresist mask used to pattern them. 

The dimensions of the bridges are approaching the lower 

limit of conventional optical lithography. The width of the nib is 

approximately = 0.8µm. This is obtained at RAL using a simple 

and novel contacting technique developed by the author, in which 

the substrate and mask are clamped between two optical flats. 

Photomask 

r Air 
Substrate 

Vacuum 

Chuck 

fig 2.1.7 

A standard 2" vacuum chuck cannot be satisfactorily used as the 

junctions must be formed on a very thin quartz substrate. If the 
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substrate is placed on a standard chuck during exposure, the mask 

bows around the edge s of the substrate as shown in fig 2.1.7. To 

obtain the very fine reproduction required it is imperative that 

the substrate be held in intimate contact with the mask, otherwise 

the collimated beam of UV light is diffracted and the exposed 

pattern is distorted. A bridge fabricated with poor mask contact is 

shown in figure 2.1.8. 

fig 2.1.8 

Many different approaches were tried to alleviate the problem 

such as machining the chuck to compensate and using spacers to 

support the mask. All of these attempts at a solution failed, the 

reason being that a gap of just =I µm or less will result in the 

required 1: 1 reproduction not being obtained. 

A schematic diagram of the jig used to clamp the substrate 

and mask together is shown in fig 2.1.9. The problem of mask bow 

is avoided by cutting the mask down to the same dimensions as 

the substrate. This has the added advantage that many such 

reduced masks can be produced from one 100mm square 
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standard mask plate. This allows a complete range of junction 

sizes and filter designs to be obtained from only one electron 

beam lithograpic master, which also keeps down cost. As the 

quartz substrates are also expensive, they are glued down onto a 

piece of silicon (approximately 300µm thick), again cut to the 

same dimensions (12.5 x 12.5mm). This is performed in order to 

make the handling operations easier to carry out, but care must 

be taken to ensure that the quartz lies flat. 

Clamping Ring 

Ram 

Optical Mask 
Flats ýý- 

Substrate 

Fine Assembly 
'T'hread Holder 

fig 2.1.9 

The Dolan technique cleverly nullifies any need for multi- 

step mask aligning. This means that the junctions are made 

without having to break vacuum. This is important, as the 

thickness to which the oxide layer grows is heavily dependent on 

the concentration of any water present. 
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Junctions- have' been` - made using ä -technique which does 

remove the substrate from vacuum after the bottom electrode has 

been deposited [6] but this can lead to spurious results. The 

problem is -further complicated as the thickness of the oxide 

partially determines the impedance of the final junction. With the 

Dolan technique it is possible to calibrate the, oxidation process so 

that some control exists over the final impedance of the junctions. 

Because the oxidation takes place in high vacuum the conditions 

under which the oxide grows are relatively independent from the 

quantity of water present. This is because -99% of the remaining 

gas in a high vacuum chamber is water, as it is the hardest gas to 

remove. Therefore, as long as this pressure is known it can be 

controlled during the oxidation process. There are a number of 3' 

ways to form the oxide film [6] but at RAL, the thermal oxidation 

process is used. This relies on the principle that the thickness of 

oxide grown is exponentially related to the temperature at which 

the growth takes place. In order to eliminate water from the 

process even further, Research grade Oxygen of less than 1 ppm is 

used. The residual water present in the chamber `after the first 

evaporation's is further 'diluted by back' filling to 500 mB. The 

bottom electrode is then left to oxidize at a set temperature for 

between one and two'hours. The time is not critical as the' film is 

thought to be oxidised to saturation, for that particular 

'temperature, ' within 'one hour. ' 

The data' has been collected over many batches and slowly- a 

: relationship emerged, and this' is displayed in -figure 2.1.10. 

Each point represents one junction. The range of impedances for 

any given temperature is largely attributed to "the -variation in `the 
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area of each junction. A simple experiment was carried out to 

show this to be the case. t 
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fig 2.1.10 

Five junctions were taken at random . from a batch and 

tested. At the time, severe problems were encountered with static, 

which would blow or degrade the junctions. Unfortunately, one 

was damaged in this manner and another was open circuit due. to 

a photolithography error. The junction that was damaged was 

, 
found to be 100052 beforehand at room temperature, . and would 

have had a similar value when cooled, a as -the additional resistance 

of the stripline filter would have been very small in relation to 

that of the junction ( the resistance of the filter, 
- 
is approximately 

3052 - at room temperature). This was found to be the case; for - the 

remaining junctions. - 
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Junction Area Versus Junction Impedance 
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fig 2.1.11 

They were inspected in the SEM and their photographs were then 

enlarged and the area estimated to within 10%. A plot of junction 

impedance against area is shown in figure 2.1.11 

The errors in this experiment were quite large due to 

method in which the area was estimated. This was as follows. The 

area was taken from a plan view which did not not' allow for that 

area of the junction formed by the sides of the nib. (This can 

account for a considerable portion of the total area, as the film 
rr. thickness is of the order of 2000A). Another reason for the 

variation in size was the granular nature of the film. The average 

grain size is approximately 2-3000A, so at these small areas the 

junction starts to look more like an edge contact, as the overlap is 

only just larger than the film thickness. This experiment did show 

however that a junction's impedance does, as expected, depend 

largely on its area, thus' showing the oxide thickness across the 

batch to be relatively uniform. This is important from the point of 
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view of obtaining a junction of the ''right impedance. The 

impedance that the junction represents in the mixing circuit to a 

certain extent determines the performance of the receiver. If 

junctions of the correct impedance can only be made in a 

haphazard fashion then the likelihood of a good result is greatly 

reduced. 

Most of the working receivers operating on telescopes in the 

millimetre region use the lead based junction technology. A great 

deal of effort has been spent over the last* few years developing 

junctions that use the refractory metal, niobium. ' One of the main 

reasons for this is the reputation that lead junctions have gained 

for being unreliable. Much research was devoted to producing 

lead based junctions for possible, use in the computer industry, as 

very fast switches [6]. Eventually lead was dropped from the 

study on the grounds of unreliability. This referred however to 

arrays of junctions being thermally cycled from room temperature 

to 4.2 K. After 70-80 cycles the failure rate was just 5%. For a 

commercial computer this would be considered ' unviable but for 

an astronomical receiver could be considered acceptable as such 

numbers of cycles would not normally be carried out. Unreliability 

alone is therefore not a valid reason for transferring to niobium. 

Another benefit of niobium is its chemical inertness and thermal 

stability. One of the problems with lead junctions is their tendency 

to change if left unprotected in air. This has, been attributed to the 

diffusion of water into the metal film which then reacts with the 

oxide barrier causing it to thicken. Thus the impedance of the 

junction is increased. This of course may be a useful characteristic 

as it provides a crude technique for trimming a junction's 

impedance without increasing its area. Interestingly the junction 
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may be returned to its original impedance by heating to 

approximately 90C for- a number of hours. - 
Another useful technique for. 

_. changing a° junction's 

impedance is that of `cold forming'. This technique is not fully 

understood, but allows the impedance to be, tuned;, with the 

junction still cold in the working receiver. Basically, a small dc 

voltage is applied to the junction, in the region -of 0.1-0.6V, 

depending on the size of the junction and the amount-of change. 

desired. The impedance can onlyr be tuned by +/- 2052. Great 

care has to be exercised, as too high a current density will destroy 

the junction. By reversing the polarity the impedance can, be 

increased or decreased. Cold forming was used to find the 

optimum 'impedance for 
is receiver examined at 'RAL' A curve of 

impedance versus receiver, noise -temperature is shown in figure 

2.1.12. Although the errors involved in the experiment are of the 

same order as the variation of performance across the impedance 

range, what it does show is that the junction impedance is a non- 

critical factor and a variation of 50% from the ideal can be 

tolerated. The ability of a junction to withstand cold forming 

seems to be quality dependent, therefore this experiment was 
i1 

carried out using the same high quality junction that is described 

later in section 2.3. Its characteristics are shown in figure 2.3.2 

and a junction of the same batch and hence area, is shown in 

figure' 2.1.5. 
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DSB Receiver Noise Temperature Vs Junction Impedance ' ". 
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fig 2.1.12 

2.2 The Waveguide Mount 

2.2.1 Machining Limitations, Frequency Coverage, Loss 

Due to the limited interest (other than for scientific 

purposes) in the sub-millimetre and terahertz region, very little 

effort has been spent in developing waveguide at these 

frequencies. The high cost of machining has made the waveguide 

approach unrealistic. However there is no fundamental reason as 

to why waveguide should not work, even in the terahertz region, 

provided the surface finishes and tolerances can be maintained. 
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Waveguide still has the overall advantage over equivalent quasi- 

optical systems of high coupling efficiency, good isolation and the 

ability to add movable tuners. Its one disadvantage is that they 

can be difficult and expensive to produce. 

The Millimetre Wave Technology group at RAL is fortunate 

enough to have a dedicated high precision workshop. Unlike many 

other establishments, devices have not been driven by the 

machining capability available, but have been designed without 

restrictions on small dimensions or complex tuning mounts. 

Special techniques have had to be developed to allow fabrication 

of some of the novel waveguide structures used. Such control over 
dimensions and finishes has also played a part from a reliability 

aspect. For instance, true micron control was found to be 

necessary when producing rugged whisker pin interference fits' as 
is described' in a later section. 

Certainly, waveguides can be made . which are dimensionally 

correct to 2 terahertz(THz) with a- 2µm rms surface finish. Much 

of the machining is carried out in exactly the same way as if it 

were ten times larger. The work is viewed through powerful 

microscopes and 'measurements are taken using very accurate 
measuring systems. However, at a few THz and above the items 

become so small that- inspection via optical systems would become 

impossible. 

Figure 2.2.1 shows an aluminium "mandrel designed for use 
at 1.8 THz. The corrugation spacing is 40µm. 'This should not 

present any ' electroforming difficulties but the finished horn loss 

has yet to be determined. 

;Ie 
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fig 2.2.1 

Backshorts present a real problem from 350GHz upwards. 

Short lived contacting backshorts are broadband and relatively 

easy to make but can result in a damaged or blocked waveguide. 

A novel approach has been developed which gives excellent 

results at 345GHz [31 and a scaled version of this may be used for 

higher frequency devices. The main benefit of the design is that it 

is of a non-contacting nature, and by using a thin film of low 

dielectric SiO2 (=3.0µm) can be made very close fitting, thus 

allowing for the minimum impedance to be attained along with 

maximum VSWR. Care has to be taken in depositing the SiO2 but 

as long as the backshort surface is clean, the adhesion of the film 

is very good. SiO2 is well known as a tough protective layer and 

hackshorts such as these have given very good performance with 

no measurable degradation after extensive use. It may be possible 

to fabricate a backshort that does not require the Si02 to provide 

the insulating layer. A technique is envisaged where by the 

hackshort shim is made a near perfect fit into the waveguide 

(<2.0µm) from solid gold. By making the closely fitting section 

sufficiently long the end section may be etched down by a micron 
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or so . and provided the backshort is inserted, - with , care it is 

geometrically impossible for the end sections to. touch, as shown in 

figure, 2.2.2.1 
,, I., ,. .- 

rer 'r ., r 

Etched Region 

A 

fig 2.2.2 

ý, 

A backshort such as this may be required for space qualified 

submillimetre devices, where the risk of material breaking off is 

not acceptable. Gold has been machined quite successfully and has 

the machinability of free machining copper and is also much 

stronger than might be imagined. Problems have been 

encountered with traditional backshorts which are normally gold 

plated. As the backshort is moved in the waveguide, flakes of the 

gold plate loosen and become detached. This. is mainly because of 
its porous nature. 

It is well known that electroplated gold exhibits more loss 

than solid gold, so an option, for, very high'- frequency devices may 

be to make- the, waveguide sections also from. solid gold. This may 

seem extravagant, but at terahertz frequencies it is likely, that,, the 

waveguide section will be at most 3mm long. 
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In an attempt to keep losses to a minimum whilst still 

retaining the option of an additional E-plane tuner, the corrugated 

feedhorn, circular to rectangular transition and E-plane tuner 

waveguide have been machined as one aluminium mandrel. 

(Concern existed over the possibility that too many waveguide 

interfaces could lead to high loss at 490 GHz. By machining the 

mandrel in one, a continuous cavity is formed). Needless to say 

some effort was dedicated to this task, but now mandrels like that 

shown in figure 2.2.3 are relatively straight forward to machine. 

fig 2.2.3 

The smallest waveguide machined at RAL so far is a 80µm 

by 20µm cavity, one half of which is shown in fig 2.2.4. This is 

made by shaving the surface with a very accurately machined 
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tool. Using this technique it is possible to take a single cut of 
1.0µm leaving a perfectly acceptable finish. 

hg?.? A 

2.2.2 Stripline circuitry 

The photolithography required to fabricate the stripline 

circuitry used in devices of the type discussed so far, is by 

comparison to the rest of the technology, comparatively crude. For 

example the smallest line width in a stripline filter at 500 GHz is 

still = 4.0µm. Dimensions such as these are easily attainable using 

simple wet etching techniques. 

Although every other dimension in the mixer scales 

proportionally as the frequency of operation increases, the 

thickness of the gold film used to form the IF filter has to remain 

relatively thick. This is due to the IF frequency remaining 

common for most mixers. Therefore the stripline approach relies 

on some `thick film' technology. As the substrate channel has to 

decrease in size in order to prevent unwanted modes from 
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propagating, so the high impedance linewidth. of the filter 

decreases, in line with the substrate thickness. This has to be done 

so that the filter rejection remains high. This presents a problem 

for the following reason. 
Resist Gold 

EiiA 
Nichrome 
Quartz 

Gold Etch 

Nichrome Etch 

[ý"ýM'l ýM' 

fig 2.2.4- 

tý 
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The thickness of the gold film is fixed by the skin' depth at the 

minimum IF frequency. Typically for an IF of ; 4GHz this means 

that the gold needs to be -1-2.0µm or several times the skin 

depth. When aý wet etch is used the resist - is undercut - . 
by 
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approximately the thickness' of the 'film, as shown in ` figure 12: 4' . 
As can ' be seen, great care' has to be taken to ensure `that the 

narrow' high' impedance lines have sufficient nichrome 'remaining 

to supply the required adhesion. At higher RF frequencies' it may 
be necessary to use dry etching techniques which give a 1: 1 

reproduction of the resist pattern. ' Presently, it is possible with 

care to produce linewidths of 2µm in 1µm thick gold films, 

although the yield can be low. 

The gold filter circuits are produced on . 50-100µm thick 

quartz substrates. For cryogenic applications ' it is desirable to use 

natural crystalline quartz as it has a thermal conductivity similar 

to that of the waveguide cavity and thus minimizes thermal 

problems. The metallization is usually sputtered but can be 

evaporated and then electroplated to the correct thickness. Great 

care has to be taken to ensure that there is good adhesion 

between the nichrome and quartz. The major cause of poor 

adhesion is the lack of cleanliness of the substrate prior to 

deposition. If the metallization is sputtered, then the substrate 

must not be overheated. As the substrates are difficult to hold and 
hence cool, the deposition rate should be kept to a minimum. This 

also reduces the amount of stress build up in the film, which can 

result in severely bowed substrates. The photolithography can 

then be more complicated as it becomes difficult to obtain a good 

contact between mask and substrate. 

The filter circuit is often used to supply a bias to the diodes, 

and in the case of a sub-millimetre subharmonic mixer it will be 

necessary to bias the diodes independently as it is unlikely that 

sufficient LO power will exist from solid state sources above 

230GHz to drive unbiased diodes. For example, for a subharmonic 
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F 
mixer which was to be built at 560 GHz it was necessary to 

develop the metallization that would allow the biasing of each 
diode independently. The required multilayer structure is shown 
in figure 2.2.5. 

Au 2000 A 
NiCr 200 Ä 

Si02 6,000 !ý 

NiCr 200 A 
Au2000A 
NiCr 200 A 

By separating the two gold layers with a layer of Si02 it is 

possible to pattern the upper and lower filters so that the two 

diodes are DC isolated, but appear as a single circuit for the RF 

signal. The dielectric nature of the Si02 ensures that the two filters 

are effectively shorted by the capacitance between them. The 

main problem in realising this composite film is in depositing a 

continuous layer of Si02 such that no DC path exists between the 

two metal layers. Because gold has very poor adhesion to Si02 

three thin layers of NiCr have to be used as adhesion promoters. 

titanium or molybdenum could have been used instead, but they 

would have been difficult to deposit in the only available 

evaporation system. 

A large vacuum chamber, capable of pressures < 10-6 Torr 

was used to deposit the films. The materials were melted using a 

four hearth Electron Beam evaporation system. Pinholes in the 

lr% f% 

QUARTZ 
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SiO2 layer were present from the very first evaporation. On 

inspection in the SEM these seemed to be due to relatively large 

spherical particles of material. Each hole has a particle exactly in 

its centre, as shown in figure 2.2.6. So that the adhesion between 

the films was retained, all the layers were deposited sequentially 

without breaking the vacuum. If the substrate is removed from 

vacuum between layers, then a mono-layer of water attaches 

itself to the uppermost surface and this must be removed before 

the next evaporation. This is usually achieved with the aid of a 

light plasma etch, the facility for which, unfortunately did not 

exist in our system. Therefore, it was not possible to inspect after 

each layer without risking the loss of adhesion. 

fig 2.2.6 

However it soon became apparent that this would have to be done 

in order to determine at which point the particles were being 
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formed. One of the main problems with the system was that due 

to its size it was difficult to incorporate any shutter system which 

could be operated from the outside mechanically. The easiest 

solution was to use some electro-magnetic rotational solenoids. 

These could be bought cheaply with the ability to rotate through 

90 or 45 degrees with a sufficient amount of torque. In order to 

be able to use them in high vacuum they had to be stripped down 

and degreased. Also any incompatible plastics and paints were 

removed. Once this had been carried out the solenoids could work 

well without outgassing by any appreciable amount. This was 

checked with the aid of a mass spectrometer. A substrate holder 

was designed and fabricated. This had compartments for two 

wafers with two very close fitting shutters. The shutters had to be 

close to the wafers as during the pre-melt of the NiCr and Au, 

small amounts of material was liberated from the surface of the 

melt which bounced around within the chamber and would stick 

to any unprotected surface. 

Au 2000 A 
NiCr200Ä 

Si02 6,000 Ä 

NiCr 200 Ä 
Au 2000 A 
NiCr 2 00 1 

QUARTZ 

Fig 2.2.7 

Once the shutters had been incorporated the number of pinholes 

dropped dramatically, but still enough remained to reduce the 
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yield of usable filters to a very small quantity. The source of the 

problem was finally found by inspecting the wafer after each 

evaporation, although the resultant multi-layer was therefore 

unusable due to the poor adhesion. The globules were finally 

traced to the gold evaporation and could be reduced to almost 

zero by evaporating without the use of the graphite crucible. This 

was found to be causing the melt to spit as the extremities of the 

electron beam swept across the melt/crucible boundary. 

Unfortunately, as the replacement molybdenum liner had an 

order of magnitude higher thermal conductivity, the evaporation 

rate was substantially reduced. This could not be raised by 

increasing the electron power as it was already operating at the 

maximum limit. Figure 2.2.7 is a cross sectional diagram showing 

the situation that resulted in the formation of the pinholes. 

tab 2.2.8 

This in itself may not have led to the upper and lower layers 

of gold being electrically linked but the ensuing fabrication of the 

filters required the use of wet etching. As the etch used for the 

top layers of Au and NiCr had a route to the under lying layers, 
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large undercuts would result around the hole, allowing "the ' Si02' to 

lift. Once the solution had been' "found, it was then possible to 

pattern the filters using basic photolithography- with great success, 

as can be seen in figure 2.2.8, the smallest feature being the high 

impedance line' which is -4µm in width. This is about' the limit for 

wet etching techniques. 

2.3 Millimetre Wave Systems 

2.3.1 Low Noise Mixers for Radio' Astronomy r r. 

The need for low noise receivers within the ` Radio 

Astronomy community has' provided the impetus for research into 

the millimetre/submillimetre band. The defence and 

communications industries are not at present particularly 

interested in frequencies above 115GHz. This is mainly due to the 

high absorption of the atmosphere at ground level but may be 

also partly attributed to the complex and expensive nature of the 

technology employed at these higher frequencies. There is 

increasing interest in this region, from the fields of Plasma and 

Atmospheric research, but the performance constraints have not 

been as stringent as those required for Radio Astronomy, due 

mainly to the substantially higher signal powers involved. 

Even with very sensitive receivers, there is usually not 

enough signal at sea level for any astronomical observation above 

300GHz, due to the near total absorption of the Earth's 

atmosphere. For this reason most millimetre wave telescopes' are 

positioned on the top of mountains where the absorption is 
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reduced - to an acceptable - level: One 'sucht telescope is the James 

Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) situated on Maunu Kea- on the 

island-of Hawaii. ' The telescope is it an elevation' of, approximately 

14; 000 'feet'r! and 'obviously'- operation at this altitude --has 

disadvantages due ` to the low oxygen content of therair - and the 

remoteness of the location. However it is necessary' to ýgo to these 

extremes if the transmission shown in fig 2.3.1 is required. 
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it is necessary to have as large a main antenna as possible. 

This presents a non-trivial problem as surface accuracies still 

have to be maintained to within a fraction of a wavelength. It is a 

credit to modern engineering that the surface of the main antenna 

is maintained to a tolerance of - 25µm total rms deviation over 

the dish's 15 metre span. This allows the telescope to be used up 

to, and possibly above, 800GHz without unacceptable loss of 

antenna efficiency. 
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Whilst the antenna, determines - the , ultimate potential of -the 
telescope, the sensitivity of the receiver then -1 determines the 

extent to which this " is achieved. The excess noise"' per 'unit 
bandwidth of the observation system. can be' represented as an 

absolute temperature (see chapter 5) Tsys, -which is due. to three 

main components 

TSys = Tsig + Tant + Trec ... 
2.3.1 

where :- 

Tsig = Noise in signal 

Tant = Noise added by antenna 

Trec = Noise added by receiver 

The noise due to the signal is fixed by the observation being 

undertaken and the observing conditions at the time. As the 

antenna is usually set at the ambient temperature, it too accounts 

for some of the overall noise, the amount of which is effectively 

fixed. Thus, the component due to the receiver is the main area in 

which further gains in overall sensitivity can be made. 

The sensitivity of the receiver is given by the-'- Dicke 

equation: - 

= 
CTrec 

AT .. 2.3.2 

where :- 
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AT =' The rms noise fluctuation in degrees Kelvin 

Tfec = The SSB noise temperature in degrees 

Kelvin 

Dv = The bandwidth over which the measure- 

ment is taken in Hertz. 

T= The integration time in seconds. 

c= Constant t 

tFor; total power measurements c=l, and for position or'frequency 

switching c=2. 

The area in which the greatest gains are to be made is in the 

minimisation of Trec" Observation time is often limited = due to 

demand or atmospheric conditions and so any improvement that 

can result in reduced integration times 

is obviously desirable. - The receiver noise ' temperature 

in SSB operation is mostly due to two components, ie: - 

Trec = Tmix + Lmix"Tamp ... 2.3: 3 

where : - 

Tmix = Single side band noise temperature of, 

the mixer. 
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Lmix = Conversion loss of ý the mixer. 

Tamp = Noise temperature of the first amplifier. 

This of course neglects signal coupling losses and reflections 

but with careful design these can be kept- small, compared to the 

overall performance. Hence out of the whole observing system the 

most critical part is the mixer. The mixer noise temperature and 

conversion loss must be kept to the ' absolute minimum. With the 

extremely low noise HEMT amplifiers now becoming available the 

second term in 2.3.3 for a receiver ý using a Schottky mixer is 

generally small compared to the mixer noise. The conversion loss 

of a typical mixer is between 4-7dB. A state of the , art first, stage 

HEMT amplifier will have a noise temperature of -- 10K. This 

therefore results in an overall contribution of 40 - 70K to a total 

noise of . 300-500K, or roughly 25% . This is not -to be disregarded, 

but the noise performance of the mixer- has.. to be the main r target 

for improvement. 

As an illustration of how the noise due to, the mixer affects 

the usefulness of the telescope, consider the following. 'If an 

improvement of- 50% can be gained in the mixer. noise, and 

conversion loss, then from 2.3.2, the telescope's sensitivity 

increases by a factor of two, or perhaps more importantly, the 

integration time required for the same measurement precision 

drops by a factor of four. As most telescopes are built as a result 

of international collaboration, competition for observing time is 

often intense and so by ever improving receiver performance the 

amount of time available for use, in theory at least, will increase. 
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It is mainly because of this factor that Schottky receivers 

are now being superseded by receivers using the SIS junction as 
the mixing element. Already the above mentioned improvement 

of 50% "has been ', achieved, at least at 230 and 345GHz and 

receiver noise 'temperatures are still dropping. The SIS receiver 

also has an additional advantage,. over the,; Schottky in that it is 

possible to obtain conversion gain if the correct operating 

conditions are applied. This means hthat the second term in 2.3.3 

tends to zero leaving only the mixer noise. "" It '"is only a matter of 

time before., ultra-low, noise' receivers are incorporated 'onto 
working telescopes, and indeed this has already been carried out 

at lower frequencies. 

Although SIS technology is advancing at a rapid rate, there 

are still some' obstacles to overcome. Josephson noise can be'"a 

serious problem which becomes harder to solve at higher 

frequencies. 'It has been suggested that the useful range of 

present SIS devices is - 500GHz due to the increasing 
. photon 

energy {± (hu)/e} 
-, relative to the junction gap -voltage. As the 

frequency of operation increases, the interaction of a single 

photon with the junction induces sufficient voltage to swing the 

junction into the Josephson region, around the hysteretic loop 

back onto the quasi-particle tunnelling curve. Fig 2.3.2 shows this 

effect for two different junctions, operating in essentially the 

samereceiver. Curve (1) is for a non-optimum junction. The DC 

y quasi-particle tunnelling curve is far from ideal as there is a 

severe spreading of the non-linearity. This is most probably due 

to the poor quality of the metallization and 'oxide layer giving rise 

to different superconducting phases and a nonuniform oxide 

thickness. 
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In an experiment carried out at RAL the receiver IF output was 

plotted as a function of bias voltage, with first a warm load 

(295K), and then a cold load (77K) placed, in front of the signal 

port. The difference in the, two output powers represents, the Y- 

factor from which the receiver noise temperature can be 

calculated. Subsequently the same procedure was carried out for 
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the - more ideal junction' which is, 'shown ` in '`curve (2). The most 

noticeable difference between the two cases is. the ° complex 

structure 'shown f in,, the output of (1) which -is due to the' diverse 

energybandsr` of " the "superconductor, 1 metallization. Curve °(2) - shows 

a' much °` more understandable behaviour which! implies that the 

junction is 'formed 'of a single phase, -alloy and the ' oxide layer lis' of 

uniform -thickness. Both" junctions however display the same 

response toi-low' bias. - As 'the voltage 'approaches k the' dropback 

voltage V d, -there is a sharp increase in noise due' to the'-junction 

switching : to., and, from the Josephson portion of . the 'characteristic. 

This excess' -noise; can be avoided" or' reduced, by using materials 

with a higher energy, gap or by süppressing'ý the Josephson" effect 

with a magnetic' field. As the junction-, displayed An -, curve '(2) 

showed such broad bias response it was tried at 345GHz despite 

the fact that the available bias settings' would bek substantially 

reduced. (The same, mixer block and receiver was used but a 

section of waveguide cut-off at 230GHz was placed in front of the 

mixer). The optimised receiver - noise" temperatures at. 230 and 

345GHz are shown in table 2.3.1 

Frequency of operation 
(GHz) 

DSB Receiver Noise 

Temperature (K) 

230 170 

345 340 

' Table 2.3.1 

SIS receivers are now being built to operate at >500GHz. This 

has renewed interest in a different type of superconducting 
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junction, the SIN (Superconductor-Insulator-Normal Metal) 

Junction. By exploiting the, density of, states. within, - the 

superconductor, a junction is formed with a* normal . metal- thereby 

eliminating . the Josephson. tunnelling. Unfortunately ' there is a 

drawback in doing this, in that the non-linearity is reduced. - The 

high 
, 
density of states within the superconductor is . not matched 

by the available states within the normal metal., The resultant 

curve however is still highly non-linear " compared with- for 

example a Schottky diode. Some work has been carried out with 

the SIN junction used as the mixing element, ' the _: most. recent 

. being-Blundell and Gundlach [7]. Fig 2.3.3 is taken from [7] as" it 

shows the, ability of the SIN junction to perform mixing without 

introducing Josephson noise. I 1ý 

Quas particle SIN Mixer at 230 GHz 
3 

fig 2.3.3 
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The curve illustrated is - for 'a' lead\bismuth\indium ' oxide\silver 

three junction array at 2.3K. Curves (1) and (2) are` taken with the 

LO 'power on and off respectively. The curves (A) ''and (B) are' the 
IF output responses to 'hot and cold loads' at '295 'and 77K. 

'Although this receiver at' 230K -DSB is not better than the' best SIS 

receiver, it compares well with the best Schottky' receiver in `use 

on the 'JCMT at ' the 'same frequency (280K' DSB [7]) ' The simple 
nature' of the IF response compared with that of the SIS receiver 

makes the SIN a more attractive mixing element at 'submillimetre 

and terahertz frequencies. The symmetrical characteristic of the 

SIN junction also allows the possibility of it being used as ~a 

subharmonic mixing' element. This 'has yet to be verified, ' but if it 

is possible; ' the LO power required would be sufficiently low to 

enable its ? operation well into the terahertz region with the use 'of 

available solid state sources and ', Schottky multipliers. '. " 
.. _ý.. 

_ .ý.. ,jý.. ýý ýý 

2.3.2 Low Noise Mixers for Atmospheric Sounding 
+-<f*4i 

Unlike 'Radio Astronomy; 'Atmospheric 'Sounding 'does' not 

require ultra-low noise detectors because of the increased' signal 

strength. Desirable characteristics instead are stability and 

reliability. ' Most : observation' is, carried out' to ' determine the 

existence of trends (i. e. changes in concentration and abundance, 

etc. ) over a period of time. Obviously, the measurement time and 

accuracy' suffer -if "the receiver performance is poor, but the 
strength of the 'observed' signal is 'usually such that often' the 

receiver has adequate = performance - without the -use' of cooled 

mixers. ' 
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Monitoring the upper atmosphere from the, ground entails 

looking through the highly absorbing atmosphere in.. between. 

Therefore observations are usually carried out from an elevated 

height, (i. e. mountain, aircraft, balloon, or ideally, from, space). 

Apart from the first option, the other three entail the operation of 

sensitive equipment,. in a physically . inhospitable environment. 

Because of this, it is desirable to keep the "receiver's layout as 

simple as possible. This does not mean however, that the 

performance can be allowed to degrade by any appreciable 

amount, but merely, that the overall layout should be kept small 

and of rigid design. 

The design of an atmospheric sounding. system .. can : be 

substantially simplified , with the use of a subharmonically 

pumped mixer. As the LO and signal waveforms are separated in 

frequency by a factor of -2, they can be fed into the , mixer via two 

independent waveguides A schematic of the two competing 

systems is shown in figure 2.3.4 

A radiometer incorporating the double diode 

subharmonically pumped mixer (SHPM) has a number of 

additional advantages, these being: - 

(i) The lack of any RF-coupling in the signal path, reduces signal 

loss. i 1. 

(ii) The anti-parallel double diode circuit presents, a much lower 

impedance at the IF output, making it easier to match to 5052. This 

reduces IF , matching - loss and increases the available IF 

bandwidth. 
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(iii) The anti-symmetrical characteristic, of the` 'double diode circuit 
has good LO noise rejection. 

(iv) Where performance is not an' issue, the double diode mixer is 

still capable of operation with one diode, were one contact to be 

lost, although the associated noise . temperature and conversion 

loss is substantially increased. 

The only real disadvantage of the double diode SHPM below 

about 230GHz, is that the physical assembly of the RF circuit is 

considered difficult. Above 230GHz, the LO requirement becomes 

difficult to realize, as in general the SHPM 
., requires an order of 

magnitude more than a fundamentally pumped mixer. This is 

mostly due to the inability to bias the diodes. Some effort is 

presently being expended in this area as the required LO power 

might be substantially reduced if the diodes could r 
be biased 

independently. 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Noise Temp 

SSB (K) 

Conversion 

Loss (dB) 

Application 

(Reference) 

183 1750* DSB 8.7* DSB UARS MLS 

157 1200* DSB 7.8* DSB MARSS shm 

200 3300 8.6 [8] shm 

180 1800 9.2 [81(shmp) 
j 

Table 2.3.2 

An E-plane tuner incorporated into the LO input waveguide will 

also give much better coupling to the diode pair. 
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The performance of some uncooled Schottky mixers used` in 

atmospheric sounding are shown . 
in 

, 
figure 2.3.5.1It It, is, apparent 

that important data can- still be' obtained using radiometers', with 

perförmances of up to an order of magnitude worse than those 

used in Radio Astronomy. 
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Chapter '3: Mixer Design 

` 3.1 Scientific 'Applications, (MARSS) 

" The' MARSS (Microwave Airborne' Radiometer Scanning 

System) was developed as a' result of a collaboration 'between r` the 

United ' Kingdom`' Meteorological 'office and the French Laboratoiie 

'de Meteorologie Dynamique. It is a two' channel' system with 

`receivers "at 89GHz and 157GHz and is operated from an aircraft. 

rb. ý. o 
I. dIMlSS 

II 

ILA 

fig 3.1.1 

The radiometer, or Front End Receiver Assembly (FERA) was 

constructed by Marconi Space Systems (MSS) to the Meteorological 

Office specification. MSS subsequently subcontracted the 

Millimetre Wave Technology Group at Rutherford Appleton 

Laboratory (RAL) to build the 157GHz mixer for use in the upper 
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frequency receiver. MSS and RAL were, already collaborating I in 

the development of a 183GHz mixer for possible , use on the 
Atmospheric Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU-B), -which , was also 
being developed for the UK Meteorological Office. 

A schematic diagram of, the system, , is shown in figure 3.1.1 

and, is taken from, [1]. The system, has proved 'to be very 
successful and has flown on many different campaigns examining 

subjects as diverse as ice surfaces and the -Kuwaiti smoke,: plume. 
A breif description of the receiver is as follows.! As the mirror, is 

stepped round as in figure 3.1.2 the mixer sees alternately, the 
incoming radiation and the calibration loads. The output of the 

mixer is first amplified then filtered and finally detected by a 
tunnel diode square law detector, from which the brightness 

temperature of the incoming radiation can be determined. 

f4" "1" "I". 1" " .N . as a. 

bN 
" mm To-mm 

"M "i@ on "N 4Naa a" 

fig 3.1.2 

As it was anticipated that the system would be. flown many 

times and would probably experience rough handling and large 

variations in operating temperature, especially during storage, it 
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was imperative 'that. . the mixer should ýbe - rugged and;. stable. 

Indeed, one might " envisage the radiometer , experiencing '= an 

environment. which could be considered even more demanding 

than that encountered during 
, space- flight. 

3.2 
, -Mixer, Options 

3.2.1 
, 
Subharmonic or Fundamental? 

Initially, perhaps the most obvious layout for' the 

, radiometer ; or FERA would have been to use a fundamental, mixer, 

which requires a Local Oscillator near to the signal or fundamental 

frequency. - Receivers using fundamental mixers have ý been used 

with great success for Radio Astronomy and-, had,, undergone 

successful environmental testing at the time of consideration. 

However, as previously discussed in Chapter 2, a subharmonically 

pumped mixer (SHPM), which ý requires a Local Oscillator at 

approximately half the signal frequency, has a number of 

distinctive advantages over- its fundamental counterpart, 

especially as, far as this particular radiometer was concerned. The 

main area of contention was in the lack of development that had 

been carried out on these devices. Single, diode -SHPM's had 

previously been used but were renowned for being narrow band 

at the RF due to the need for correct termination at the higher 

harmonics. A, single diode also presents a. higher impedance at the 

IF, making the match to 50CI difficult and potentially narrow 

band. If a SHPM was to be used, a preferred mixer configuration 

was that making,, use of two diodes. in an anti-parallel 

configuration. -This type of mixer is frequently used at lower 
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frequencies and is a well known example of 'ä balanced' mixer. ' At 

lower frequencies' diodes are readily available in a convenient 

package form which can 'be easily incorporated into the 

microwave circuit. At 157GHz, packaged or ' beam ' -lead diodes 

display excessive parasitics, and in their then available form 

would have been unlikely to have met the specification 'set. The 

alternative was to use the tried and tested whisker contacted 

honeycomb diodes, but this unfortunately required the positioning 

of two whiskers and two diodes across a waveguide that was only 

125 x 1000µm in cross section. t 

Although the successful realization of' a double "diode 

whisker contacted SHPM could not' be- guaranteed, this option was 

considered appropriate for the' final 'system, ' as the 'benefits 

offered outweighed the, risk of failure. 

ý ., 

3.2.2 Whisker Post or Integrated Substrate 

All devices built at RAL previously had been of the 'type 

discussed-later in Chapter 7 that being a" whisker soldered 

onto a precision post which is held in place within the waveguide 

block with the aid of an accurately machined interference' hole. In 

this structure the diode is soldered 'onto 'a gold on quartz' micro- 

strip IF filter. A typical' example is shown in figure 3.2.2. Devices 

using this or a similar technique, have been built by many groups 

and commercial companies throughout the world. ` Its main 

advantage is that the whisker or diode is mounted onto a larger 

component carrier, i. e. the whisker post, which can be handled 

freely and controllably inserted into the block with the l äid 'of a 
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micrometer drive. Once the diode contact has been established, 

usually by noting a DC characteristic, the post is given a further 

insertion, so that the whisker tip is held in place by the resultant 

`spring' load. 
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fig . 2. 

3.2.3 Waveguide Block Layout 

A mixer block that included two such posts and their 

respective holes was considered, but because of the difficulty of 

the machining required and the uncertainty as to the stability of 

establishing two such contacts, was kept in reserve as a second 

option. It became apparent that if the whisker post was omitted 

entirely from the design, the complexity of the machining 

required was greatly reduced. The basic layout of the proposed 

single substrate block is shown in the cut away drawing in figure 

3.2.3. 
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several of which °This design included the ° following features, 

were novel: - 

i) Use of a single suspended substrate. 

ii) Independently contacted diodes positioned across the signal 

waveguide. 

iii) Orthogonal Signal and LO waveguides. 

iv) 1/4 height signal waveguide with linear taper waveguide 

transformer. 

v) LO coupled into stripline via probe into LO waveguide. 

I FOUtput 

RF Transformer IF-Filter,, ' 
wave9 uide 

LU -t-liter 

Probe into LO 
waveguide ýFLO 

LO Backshort 

fig 3.2.3 
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The assembled mixer block is shown below in figure 3.2.4. Two 

different versions were made for operation at 183GHz and 

157GHz. The only difference in their design was the incorporation 

of an integral scalar feedhorn in the 183GHz version, and the use 

of fixed backshorts in the latter. 

vft 

fig 3.2.4 

3.3 Stripline Filter Design 

Unlike a fundamental mixer, the LO and the signal 

frequencies are sufficiently separated such that they can be 

injected into the mixer via two dedicated waveguides. Isolation 

between them is therefore easy to achieve. In the design 

discussed above two stripline filters are necessary. These are the 

IF filter and the LO filter and each must fulfil the following 

requirements if the circuit is to work successfully: - 
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i) IF filter 

* Present a short circuit at the waveguide wall to the signal 
frequency. 

* Pass the IF signal up to at least 10GHz. 

* Represent a low reactance at the LO frequency. 

ii) filter 

* Pass the LO frequency. 

* Represent a short circuit at the signal frequency. 

Figure 3.3.1 represents the basic -filter' requirements 

schematically. 

These requirements are -easily met by standard suspended 

stripline filters and the computer analysis `Touchstone' was used 

to predict the actual form that these filters would take. In order to 

verify the filter's performance a 43X scale model of the substrate 

channel was made, and larger versions of the filters were tested 

at the scaled down frequency. With the use of Touchstone it was 

possible to vary the dimensions of the, filter elements so that 

certain aspects of the filter performance could be optimized. The 

final dimensions of the filters used and their respective 

transmission characteristics are given in figures 3.3.2. (a, b, c, d) 
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fig 3.3.1 
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fig 3.3.2(a) 
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fig 3.3.2(b) 
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fig 3.3.2(c) 
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183 and 157GHz IF Filter 
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fig 3.3.2(d) 

The impedance presented at the diode end of the filters was 

desired to be approximately a short circuit. This was verified 

using a network analyser and the scale model, the results of which 

10.22 
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are given in figure 3.3.3. So that the mixer 4would be broadband, 

the filter was optimized using Touchstone ensuring that the 

impedance was kept low over as large -a frequency range as 

possible. 

3.4 IF Termination 

Whilst the currents , generated by all even order harmonics 

are able to circulate within the diode pair loop, the desired odd 

order mixing products require a path to be made to ground for 

any currents to be generated. Unlike other balanced mixers such 

as the hybrid T, the diode configuration chosen did not position 

either of the diodes in direct contact with ground, but suspended 

both between two electrically isolated micro strips. " In addition, the 

ability to inspect the DC characteristic of each diode was deemed 

highly desirable, especially whilst bearing in mind the manner in 

which the contacts were to be made. 

Initially the DC return was to be made by bonding a thin 

wire onto the LO probe and then the opposite waveguide wall. 

This represented a simp le and aesthe tically pleasing solution. 

Unfortunately, when this approach was tested in a scale model, 

the coupling efficiency of the LO probe was dramatically reduced. 

Because of time shortage and the need for a working mixer the 

following solution was eventually adopted. 

The filters, diodes, and whiskers 

schematically as shown in fig 3.4.1. 
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fig 3.3.3 
*Markers: - 1) 157GHz 

2) 183GHz 
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R 

ý- C 
IF Signal LO Signal 

fig 3.4.1 . 

At the IF frequency the reactances represented by C and L 

become neoýi, tý, therefore the circuit can be reduced to: - 

R-100S2* 

IF Filter LO Filter 

t -ý t 
IF Signal LO Signal 

fig 3.4.2 
*Two diodes in 
parallel 

So as to allow the IF to be coupled out of the, mixer, the LO side of 

the diodes must be terminated in a low impedance, as is the case 

for conventional mixers. This task is usually carried out by the 

whisker post making a direct short to the mixer block.,. By using 

the whisker post, a good broadband short is obtained. This is not 

so easy to achieve when making the short from microstrip as it is 

inevitable that any length of additional line will have, some 

electrical length associated with it. This introduces 
.a 

frequency 

dependent component. 
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The AF- termination must perform the following functions: -- 

i) .. Provide a good ground at the, IF frequency. 

ii) Leave the impedance of the filters unchanged at the signal 

and,; LO frequencies. 

iii) Must not provide a path to ground for either the signal, or 

LO. 

High impedance 
line Ii 

A/4 at 90GHz EtI 

----------- 

V4 at 90GHz 

il 

-------------- 

RF Waveguide 

L- 
1 a/8 at 183GHz 

L-------ýý-- 

Ir' -----; -- i 

W at 183GHz 

li Stripline 
Capacitor 

-- ------------ 

LO Waveguide 

fig 3.4.3 

ur 
These 

. conditions were met by, the configuration shown in figure 

3.4.3. 
. 

fy 

The design rationale for,,, this arrangement is: - 

9.1 



i) For the IF, the lengths' of line represent a 'small' fraction öf' a 

wavelength, therefore presenting a near short at the diodes. By 

using two lines in parallel the impedance is kept to an absolute 

minimum. 

ii) At 90GHz the low impedance of the capacitor and the short 

are transformed, via the X/4 length of line, into a high impedance 

at the filter. -` 

iii) At 183GHz the high impedance line is now . /2, therefore 

moving the low impedance of the, capacitor and short to the filter. 

At the point of connection, the filter already represents a low 

impedance section at 183GHz, therefore the signal 'should not see 

the IF termination. ' 

The performance of the termination was examined in a scale 

model. It was found to work well and represented a good near 

short circuit at the IF. Various parameters such as line and 

capacitor length were varied in order to determine the tolerance 

of the circuit to deviations from the ideal. This was necessary, as 

the dimensions of the components required for the real device 

were quite small and it was not known if the circuit could be built 

with required accuracy. Fortunately the design proved to be fairly 

tolerant, but its addition to the mixing circuit did have a marginal 

effect on the performance of the LO filter. This is shown in figure 

3.4.4. The high impedance line and capacitor have a total length 

associated with them, and this introduces 'a secondary effect. A 

`hole' appears in the response at the frequency at which the total 

length is X/2. 
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-60 
I 

0 2.0 4.0 

[78.5GHz] [ 157GHz] 

a) LO filter without IF termination 

b) LO filter with IF termination 

fig 3.4.4 

This `hole' occurs between 90 and 183GHz and tends to cut off the 

filter response earlier than desired. For this reason the length of 

each capacitor was reduced by 20% in order to move the dip 

further up in frequency ` so as to avoid any possibility of 

compromising the LO filter response at 90GHz. The e ffect of this is 

shown in figure 3.4.5. 

Although this was an undesirable effect the filter and termination 

behaviour was still perfectly acceptable. 

The IF termination described above had several 

advantages: - 

i) The previously designed filters could be retained without 

modification. 
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ii) The performance of the LO probe remained, - unchanged. 

iii) Fabrication of the lines and capacitors was relatively 

straightforward. 

(b) 
0.0 (c) (a) 

i..... 
-10 .... ... ..... ... i. .............. 

..... 
ý.... 1. ... . 1..... b 

-20 .................... 
f.... 

"ý -30 .... ......:...... ... 
1..;... 

-" .......... 

..................... 
I..... 

"" ' -50 .... ý ;..;. 

-60 0 2.0 4.0 

[78.5GHz] [ 157GHz] 

a) LO filter without IF termination 

b) LO filter with IF termination 

c) As in (b) but capacitor reduced 
by20% 

fig 3.4.5 
. 
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. ; Chapter. 4: 
,; r Assembly, of the Mixing Circuit 

4.1 Different Assembly Approaches 

Once the decision to go ., with the integrated - substrate 

approach had been made, it was necessary to determine the final 

form of the assembly. A similar technique [1] had proved 

apparently " successful at a. lower frequency- and -this was 

considered as a first option. In this option the would ý be, final 

assembly is shown below in figure 4.1.1. 

fig. 4.1.1 

The diodes , and whiskers are mounted onto two substrates,, one 

containing a stripline LO. filter, .. the- other the IF filter. The 

whiskers are etched to approximately the same length. One 

substrate is glued to the lower supporting substrate and the 

remaining., substrate is manoeuvred,, into place making the two 

., contacts. It is then also fixed, in place leaving the whole circui t as 
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one. This approach 'seemed to ' söine obvious disadvantages; these 

being: - 

(i) Each of the uppermost substrates, due to the close proximity 

of the diodes and whiskers, appear difficult *to 'fabiicate, 'especially 

: at'' higher frequencies. 

(ii) Unless 'the"whisker to diode' distance 'för"eäch 'whisker" is 

exactly the same, different forces' will be' placed on each', diode. 'As 

the small diameter diodes used have a 'pressure sensitive 

voltage/current (IV) characteristic, obtaining a symmetrical diode 

pair would be extremely difficult. 

(iii) The contacts are secured via a glue bond which may not 

remain rigid at the elevated temperatures of thermal testing. 

(iv) The stripline filters are placed ' over an unnecessarily thick 

layer of quartz, degrading their performance. 

(v)' To alter the whisker length, wire thickness or to replace a 

failed contact, the whole assembly-, would have to be dismantled. 

(vi) The application' of glue to a completed contact' may have 

implications froth` a contamination point of view. 

Most of these 'problems would be avoid or 'lessened"if the 

whole' assembly could be 'made on 'a `single substrate. 'If each 

whisker were to be contacted independently of the other then the 
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assembly should be very rugged. Therefore the scheme shown 

below in figure 4.1.2 'was to be the overall aim. 

i ,. 
iý 

fig 4.1.2 

In this preferred arrangement, the circuit consists of a single 

substrate of quartz, and contains both the LO and IF filters in 

stripline form. The diodes are fixed in place and the whiskers 

positioned and then contacted. Once the correct insertion is given 

to 'each they' are then fixed = in place and ' the remaining-wire cut, 

leaving ` an integrated package. A structure such as this would 

have 'a number of advantages: - 

.. r_ --- 

(i), As the components are' rigidly, fixed, only the expansion Of 

the quartz" could cause the - contacts to, go open 'circuit (provided 

the correct precautions are 'taken with the, whisker contact). A 

simple calculation showed ' that the expansion of `' the quartz over 

the temperature range required -could' only result in a slight 

increase in the compressive force acting on the diode. 
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(ii) The low mass of the active components should result in the 

structure being able to withstand relatively large mechanical 

shocks. I 

(iii) The simple integrated package simplifies block design, 

eliminating the need for whisker posts. 

(iv) 'Soldering of the whiskers allows their removal and 

subsequent replacement, without the removal, of the- diodes. 

(v) The insertion of each whisker -can be controlled 

independently of the other. 

4.1.2 Basic Assembly Procedure 

An appropriate choke was glued into the assembly, jig and 

the electrical contact to the diode was made. via an ultrasonic-bond 

onto the appropriate stripline filter. As. the back contacted diode 

was very small (i 150gmx 15Ogmx5Ogm) a commercial Singer, four 

axis micromanipulator held the fine hair that was used to move 

the diode. This , micromanipulator allows , three dimensional 

movement of the chip in a geared down " manner that minimizes 

the -shake normally attributed to manual operation. A Wild stereo 

, microscope with a maximum magnification of 100X was used to 

observe the assembly procedure. 
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The diode chips come pre-cleaned and ready for use and 

thus could be taken from the container and placed onto the 

substrate without cleaning. Firstly though, the pre-cleaned hair 

was used to manoeuvre the diode chips whilst still in the 

container, such that they were in the correct orientation with 

respect to their- final position on the substrate. A small amount of 

conducting glue was picked up using the fine hair and transferred 

to the diode pads on the substrate. The glue has thixotropic 

properties and can easily be formed into a uniform mound simply 

by touching the gold surface. Surface tension draws the glue from 

the hair in a, very controllable manner. Any excess glue was wiped 

from the hair, carefully leaving a small amount on the very-end. 

This was important as the glue was used to lift the diode from the 

container by touching it onto the top of the chip. The jig was now 

positioned under the microscope and, the diode chip was lowered 

onto the bigger mound of glue ensuring the correct orientation 

was i maintained. A small amount of downward " pressure ; was 

applied via the hair to push the chip into the bulk of the glue 

allowing the hair to be lifted away. After the second diode had 

been positioned in the same manner, the hair was cleaned again in 

acetone and used to nudge each diode until they were 

approximately square. The whole jig was then placed in an oven 

to cure the glue-at the specified temperature. As the diodes used 

were initially back contacted (that is the ohmic contact is on the 

opposite face to that of the anodes), once they had been fixed in 

place it was necessary to paint some more glue up the back of 

each diode to form the electrical connection to the stripline filter. 

This was then also cured. 
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fig 4.1.3 

To make handling easier the whisker was made over long. 

The post it was attached to was the standard size used in the 

ordinary whisker contacted devices. This allowed the use of all the 

standard whisker making tools and kept the necessary machining 

as standard as possible. Solder was used to fix the whisker wire to 

the post and a simple bend was given. The tip was subsequently 

etched and was inspected in the Scanning Electron Microscope 

(SEM) to ensure that the correct cone angle was achieved. A 

typical whisker is shown in figure 4.1.3 

Each whisker was placed in its respective holder which was 

then attached to the assembly jig. With the jig now attached to the 

vernier drive, the first post was driven in to establish a contact. So 

that the whisker was held in contact with the diode anode the 

post was then driven in a further 1-3µm after which the vernier 

drive could be removed. The jig was then turned around and the 

second diode was contacted in the same manner. Silver epoxy was 

used to to secure the whiskers by painting a small quantity over 

each and curing. The unwanted whisker wire was cut using a 
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precision milling machine. A scalpel blade was held in the tool 

holder and the jig positioned on the flat bed. By manipulating the 

XYZ controls the wires could be cut in a controllable manner. An 

early substrate fabricated in this manner is shown in figure 4.1.4 

tig 4.1.4 

4.2 Problems Encountered and Their Solutions 

4.2.1 Contacting Jigs Mach 1,2,3,4,5 

Before too much time was spent on the technique it was 

necessary to determine whether such a contacting procedure was 

feasible, therefore the first jig was designed for ease of 

manufacture and could be used in conjunction with the vernier 

mechanism used for contacting standard whiskered devices. The 

very first jig is shown in figure 4.2.1. The interference fitted 

whisker posts were retained so that there could be no movement 

between the whisker and diode due to vibration during 

contacting. No attempt was made to electrically isolate the 

whisker from the block during contacting, so the bias to the diode 
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was 'fed through an insulated feedthrough and wire bonded 

directly onto the gold filter. 

Interference 
Blocks 

Substrate Assembly 
Region 

®®® Vernier Drive 

Whisker Pin 
Holders 

Alignment 
Dowels 

Bias 

Substrate Assembly Region 

Diodes and Whiskers 

Whisker Whisker 
Post Post 

Filter 
Interference ' Interference 
Block i Block 

-Top View . °;. 
.. 

' 

., t 

Side View 
F 

fig 4.2.1 

.7 
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As it was initially a physical validation exercise, diodes were 

used that had very poor RF performance but had good IV 

characteristics and were easy to contact. Unfortunately, a 
fundamental error was made in the design of the jig. Contacting 

the first diode was straight forward but if the the whisker wire 

was resting on -the gold filter, as both whiskers were common the 

second diode was effectively shorted as shown below in figure 

4.2.2. 

Whisker 1 

Whisker 2 

-- ---------- 

fig 4.2.2 

This problem could be circumvented by leaving an pair gap 
between the 'whisker and the gold filter but this made the 

application of the silver epoxy very difficult, as the wire only had 

to be touched by the hair and the contact would be lost. 

It was therefore necessary to isolate the two whiskers and 

the easiest way of achieving this was to have an insulating base 

made (Stycast was chosen as the insulating material as it proved 

to be easily machined). The Stycast base isolated the two 

interference blocks electrically so that now it was possible to 

obtain two contacts with both whiskers resting on ' the gold. 

Unfortunately on attempting to cure the glue, both contacts' went 

open circuit. On examination in the SEM a 21im gap had appeared 

between whisker tip and diode (fig ' 4.2.3). 
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Initially this was thought to be due to the whisker posts 

moving but by measuring a Stycast block at different 

temperatures, the gap could be attributed to the different thermal 

expansion coefficients of brass and Stycast. As this was a 

fundamental problem a third assembly jig was designed and 

manufactured (fig 4.2.4). 

Isolation was provided by a thin layer of polythene tape 

hetween the two halves and nylon screws were used to lock them 

together. Electrical contact was made by painting silver paint 

(procured from Agar Aids) over each end of the substrate directly 

onto the block. Pin sockets were provided for the bias and 

protective short connections. The base was screwed down onto the 

Stycast base at one end only, so that its expansion had no effect. 

Again, on curing the contacts went open circuit leaving similar 

gaps as previously. This was eventually traced to the stainless 

steel dowels used for aligning the whisker holders. These again 

had a higher thermal expansion coefficient than brass and so, once 

1. 
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they were removed, it, was ý. possible to fix the whiskers, without 
losing the contact. 

Stycast Base 

fig 4.2.4 

By now the whisker posts and their respective holders, 

which had been kept common to all three jigs -had become worn, 

and now contacts' were being -lost due to 'the-posts moving when 

the block was being turned around to contact the second diode. 

The fabrication of new posts could not cure the problem as the 
interference holes were no longer uniform. -Also, although the 

resting of the whisker wires on the gold filter had improved the 

situation, some contacts were still being lost due to accidentally 

hitting the wire whilst applying the epoxy. Soldering the whisker 

seemed to be a better solution, as there was no need for the 

whisker to be disturbed once a contact had been made if the 

solder was melted using a hot gas gun. Therefore a fourth 
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assembly jig was designed and manufactured as shown in fig 

4.2.5. 

Nylon Screws 

ent 

The basic principle was the same as the last but now the 

dowels were replaced with a step in the block. All the heights 

were set so as to make the positioning of the whiskers easier and 

brass was the only material used, so as to eliminate any 
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differential thermal expansion. As the whisker posts had worn 

relatively quickly, the hole was recessed into the block by 254m 

and a narrower slot machined to allow the insertion of the 

whiskers. This was quite important as the machining of the posts 

and interference hole was extremely time consuming and costly. 

So that the hot gas could heat the substrate more efficiently a 

groove was machined in the region were the diodes would sit. 

With the use of this new jig the problem of worn pins was 

eradicated. Once a contact had been made the block could be 

handled quite freely leaving the contact unchanged. 

Now that most physical problems had been alleviated, static 

was now unveiled as the next problem, as it had been hidden by 

all the other failure mechanisms until now. This however will be 

discussed in a later section. In addition, inconsistent results were 

being obtained when using the hot air gun to smelt the solder. The 

main reason for this was the inability to direct the jet of hot gas 

with sufficient accuracy, thus overheated diodes and solder were 

often the case. One final modification to the jig solved this 

problem and this involved the installation of a high resistance 

filament just below the substrate channel as shown in fig 4.2.6 

High Rcsistancc Filament 

fig 4.2.6 
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This was a novel, simple and important improvement and allowed 

a controllable, amount of heat to be applied to the substrate. , It 

was calibrated by using different melting point solders to 

determine the setting required. This arrangement proved to be 

extremely effective - and was subsequently also used for the 

assembly of conventional whiskered devices. 

4.2.2 Cleanliness 

I From early on it became apparent that for consistent results 

disciplined cleaning techniques had to be employed, otherwise 

inconsistent contacting was obtained. All the assembly work was 

carried out in a semi-clean area. Laminar flow cabinets. ensured 

reduced particulate contamination but the main area of, concern 

was in handling. The most common problem was the use of tools 

that had been handled by someone not wearing cleanroom gloves, 

or using gloves that had been contaminated. The finger grease or 

dirt would go into solution in the organic solvents used, which 

would then leave a thin film of contamination over any object 

immersed in it. If the object was a Schottky diode, the film would 

be observed as an increase in the series resistance. For a 

conventional device, an increase of only. 2SZ could result in a 

degradation of mixer noise performance of anything up to 20%. 

For thicker contamination the whisker might not be able to 

penetrate the layer in order to obtain a contact. It was therefore 

necessary to thoroughly clean beakers, tools, work surfaces and 
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anything . else that might come into, contact with the hands, so as to 

reduce the risk of contamination. 

. . 
In addition, only cleanroom grade or Analar solvents were 

used and cleanroom gloves were rigourously replaced, were they 

to become soiled or damaged. Although these measures may seem 

expensive, only. one $1000 diode needed be saved for the bill to 

be, covered for a whole year. 

4.2.3, Soldering ýI 

"ý ý; 

Whilst silver loaded epoxy was used to great effect, when 

the first device was tested there remained some concern as to its 

loss at high frequency (183GHz). Solder had been used at these 

frequencies with good results in conventional devices so it seemed 

a safe assumption that it would also perform well for the double 

diode structure, if it could be implemented. Solder also had some 

advantages from an assembly point of view and these were: - 

(i) Unlike silver epoxy it would automatically restrict itself to 

metallic surfaces. 

(ii) The component being soldered is only heated to the 

elevated temperature for a small amount of time, limiting damage 

and reducing assembly time. 

(iii) Whiskers can be removed and replaced with ease by simply 

pulling the wire away and starting again 
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(iv) Expensive diodes could be retrieved by desoldering. 

(v) Flux is used as the adhesive medium during movement of 

the diodes, leaving them clean and simplifying the assembly 

procedure. 

Initially, to obtain the small amount of flux required 

Indalloy solder pastes were used. These consisted of a suspension 

of : >=25µm diameter solder balls in an appropriate flux. Good solder 

joints were obtained using this system but complete removal of 

the flux proved to be very difficult. An example of the residue left 

behind after soldering is shown in fig 4.2.7. 

fig 4.2.7 

This problem may have been solvable, but a better system was 

found. Using a scalpel and tweezers it was relatively easy to cut 

solder from the normal wire form into small pieces. A flux which 

had much better properties was found, this being Supersafe, 

which is water soluble. This was used in conjunction with Indalloy 

No. 2 and Alpha Metals ß20E2 solders, which have melting points 
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of =150C and =100C respectively. Once melted, the flux could be 

readily removed using pure Analar water. The recommended 

cleaning procedure was to use warm water, but 2-3 rinses in cold 

pure water left no discernible residue. The water was then 

removed by rinsing in Isoclean Isopropyl alcohol(IPA). If IPA was 

mistakenly used prior to the rinse in water, then a white residue 

was left behind which could not be removed by further cleaning 

in water. 

One of the main reasons why soldering was so successful, 

was in the use of the final assembly jig. Until then, the soldering 

had been either carried out with the manual application of a hot 

filament, using the hot gas gun or by placing the item on a hot 

plate. Neither of the first two were very controllable as both 

required a great amount of dexterity in order to obtain a solder 

joint that was neither overheated nor dry. In the jig described in 

fig 4.2.6, the distance between the heating element and the 

substrate is set allowing accurate calibration of the applied 

current required to melt different solders. 

., ýN,,,. 
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Also, unlike a hot plate the ' item only. required' a short period of 

time for the applied heat. When 'using the hot plate the 'flux would 

often dry before the solder could melt, giving inconsistent results. 

To demonstrate the success of the technique a '157GHzf doubler 

substrate was made using 'differential soldering entirely (fig 

4.2.8). The diode was soldered in place using Indalloy No. 2 and 

the whisker using B20E2. 

4.2.4 Static 
t. 

With the use of the final contacting jig most of the earlier 

problems disappeared. These, to a large extent, had hidden-'the 

underlying static problem. As the Schottky diodes used were so 

small they were extremely prone to Electro-Static Discharge' (ESD). 

This could be in the form of a partially degraded current/voltage 

characteristic (IV) or a puncture through the low doped epi-layer 

to the highly doped GaAs bulk. The problem was enhanced by ' the 

design of the jig. Unfortunately in order to ease the assembly 

procedure, each half of the jig was electrical contacted to the 

diodes. Any contact with a charge carrying component proved to 

be disastrous. This was demonstrated suite conclusively by 

touching a screwdriver to one side of an unprotected diode whilst 

observing the diode IV characteristic. On the moment of contact 

the diode was destroyed leaving the familiar blown characteristic. 

The following precautions were subsequently taken: - 

(i) The operator wore earth straps, anti-static gloves and 

overalls. 
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(ii) An earthing mat and anti=static chair were used. 

(iii) Before handling, the ` curve tracer "would be set to open and a 

shorting loop would be placed across the diode. 

Even with these precautions diode contacts were still 

sometimes lost or damaged. Certain batches, of diodes were more 

vulnerable to ESD, and the diodes to be used in the actual RF 

devices were unfortunately the most susceptible. To further 

complicate matters, damage brought about by too much pressure 
from the whisker, tip could not always be distinguished from ESD. 

Chapter 6 will discuss how it is possible to separate these two 

failure mechanisms. �. 
Although static (ESD) was sometimes present,. it was' still 

possible to fabricate complete substrates. Even when the diode 

characteristics were not identical good RF performance was, still 

attainable. A simple solution to the, ESD problem would be to put 
large resistors in series with the diodes and use a four terminal 

, measurement to determine their, characteristics. Unfortunately 

due, to the, lack, of-. time this was not implemented but would be 

something to consider if the technique. were to be; used , again. . 

4.2.4. Glueing; 

The use of silver epoxy for the verification of the technique, 

made the, initial task, less daunting. After some investigation into 

, commercially available adhesives , the most appropriate, was 

determined to be Epo-tek H2OE. This is a two part adhesive which 
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can be cured over a range of temperatures from -60-*250C. The 

curing specification is shown below in Table 4.2.1, 

Temperature °C Time (mins) 

175 °. 75 

150 5 

120 15 

80 ' 90 

50 720 

Table' 4.2.1 

'The glue was not designed to be used in the small quantities 

that are required to fix a diode chip, and some, difficult was 

encountered achieving this in a reproducible fashion. Although the 

bulk of the glue would harden completely, when a very small 

quantity was taken from the seemingly mixed larger quantity 

there was a good probability (1 in 2) that it would not fully cure 

even though' given the correct conditions. Increasing the curing 

time or temperature had no effect. The reason for this' was found 

to be the' mixing technique, ' which for a relatively large quantity 

was fine, but for the small quantity required was not thorough 

enough. Once this was established the following mixing technique 

was adopted. A pestle and mortar were used as the main mixing 

vessel and into this were put the two parts which had' been 

thoroughly mixed in their individual containers. As equal 

quantities were required, a digital balance was used to measure 

each component. Typically 0.2-) 0.5 g were used. The `glue was 

chased around the mortar using the pestle for -2-3 mies and then 
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a curved 'plastic blade was used to', scrape the , bulk of it back into 

the middle. It 'was also important to scrape the epoxy ' that had 

accumulated on' the" pestle each mixing cycle -otherwise this could 

remain relatively unmixed until 'the last cycle, at which point it 

could rejoin the fully mixed bulk. Five mixing cycles were given 

but even so it -was likely that small unmixed regions existed. For 

this reason, a small quantity was taken from the centre of the mix, 

using a pre-cleaned human hair held in the micromanipulator. 

This was transfered to a, clean microscope slide. Using the hair as a 

stirring stick the glue was then mixed again viewing through the 

microscope. To test the success of the mix 10-20 small blobs were 

placed on another. slide and cured. Once cured, its resilience was 

tested it two ways. ''Uncured,. glue had very little tolerance to 

acetone and so the slide was placed in a beaker of Isoclean 

acetone in an ultra-sonic bath for 
. 
30 seconds to see if the glue was 

attacked. If not, the hardness of the glue was tested with a scalpel. 

Well mixed glue was found to be extremely hard and could only 

be damaged with a reasonable amount of force. If the glue 

successfully passed these tests, then it was considered, ready for 

use. 

4.2.4 Whiskering 

Until, recently the traditional, material from which whiskers 

have been formed was phosphor-bronze alloy wire. This can be 

purchased from the California Fine Wire Company down to a 

thickness of 7µm diameter. For the very first contacts this wire 

was used. 
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All the standard whiskered devices assembled - at ý RAL. had 

also used phosphor-bronze whiskers. The whiskering = technique 

had been well established,. such that special fabrication . stations 

had been, constructed. For example a bending station allowed; the 

accurate forming of the wire and its basic layout, is shown below 

in figure 4.2.9. 

Whisker 
Rotary Stage 

zI 

x 

. J'y 
Z 

11 

Linear Stages 

Scalpel Blades 

fig 4.2.9 

Whiskers down to 40µm in length have been made using this 

arrangement. 

The ability to fabricate whiskers easily cannot be 

emphasized enough, as not only is the task laborious but the 

whisker length forms part of the mixer circuit, so for optimum 

performance some degree of control is essential. The basic 

fabrication is as follows. 

(i) The whisker wire is soldered onto the post which is held in 

the* rotating holder. 
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(ii) Under the, microscope the two sharp blades are manipulated 

using the XYZ - vernier controls to form the desired - bend. 

(iii) The graticule on the eyepiece is used to ensure the correct 

lengths are obtained. 

(iv) Once the whisker is bent it is then ultrasonically cleaned, 

first in water to remove the flux and then alcohol to remove the 

water. 

(v) The whisker is moved to the etching station ( figure 4.2.10) 

whereupon a point is given to the wire in the desired position. 

Manual 
Z Axis Stage 

,4,. 

Electronic Free Standing 
Linear Drive Microscope 

The etching station incorporates some special features 

developed in part be the author, that were found to be essential 

for reproducibility. It is imperative that during etching, the 

surface of the etch remains very still, so the etchant and whisker 

are mechanically isolated from the floor and microscope, and the 

whisker is moved via an electro-mechanical linear drive. These 

precautions may appear to be excessive but the whisker tip has to 
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be formed correctly for the contact to be mechanically rugged. 

Vibration during etching could result in a whisker such as that in 

figure 4.2.11, which is essentially useless. 

fig 4.2.11 

Another important factor in the forming of the tip was the 

state of the etching solution. It was found to have a shelf life of 

about two weeks before anomalous whisker tips were obtained. 

For this reason it was kept in two parts, A and B, which could 

seemingly he kept indefinitely. These consisted of: - 

Part A log Citric acid 
50m1 H2O 

Part 13 log Ammonium dihydrogen ortho- 

Phosphate 

2.4g Potassium di hydrogen ortho- 

phosphate 

50rn1 H2O 
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To ý form the etching solution part A and part B were mixed 
in equal quantities. For convenience 500 ml of each was made up 

at one time and then used as required. 

Soon after starting on the single substrate technique a new 

type of wire called Niaura appeared on the market. Early 

assessment showed it to be far superior to the phosphor-bronze 

wire. The wire consists of an alloy of 82% Gold and 18 % Nickel. Its 

main advantages are: - 

(i) It does not tarnish and therefore does not require 

subsequent gold plating for devices intended for space use. 

(ii) On etching, a tip with a rounded profile is obtained, giving a 

more reliable contact. 

(iii) Its etching characteristics were more controllable than the 

phosphor bronze, due to the much slower etching process. 

(iv) Due to its high tensile strength, tip shear due to over 

insertion was eradicated. 

i 

For these reasons phosphor-bronze whiskers were 

eventually discarded. 

The etching solution was also easier to make and consisted 

of a 15%. by weight Sodium FerriCyanide aqueous solution (again 

only Analar water was used). Figure 4.2.12 shows the 'different 

points obtained for the different systems. 

Because the Niaura wire could be etched with such control ' it 

was possible to make the whisker the thickness required. This is 
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demonstrated in figure 4.2.13 in which a 74m wire has been 

etched down to 2µm whilst retaining the original surface finish. 

fig 4.2.12 

't'his was achieved by calibrating the etch rate. A length of wire 

was examined in the SEM and the thickness noted. It was then 

etched at a set voltage for a set time and the thickness re- 

nmeasured. 't'his was repeated until a simple curve of etch voltage 

versus thickness was apparent. This ability to control the exact 

dimensions of the whisker will be shown later to be of extreme 

importance from both a mechanical and performance aspect. 

However at the time of this work this was not known and 

unfortunately the particular bend chosen for the substrates was 
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later shown to be very inflexible, needing a relatively large 

amount of force to give small compression. Hence the problems 

associated with diode compression were never fully solved. 

fig 4.2.13 

Nevertheless, in an attempt to alleviate the problem the wire was 

thinned down considerably in the region of the bend as shown in 

ii , .11 

In order to ease the application of the glue, solder or flux 

the whisker was held in contact with the Gold filter surface. This 

was done so that the contact would withstand it small nudge from 
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a hair as it was effectively trapped in two axes. Therefore the 

whisker was bent away from the post so the spring in the wire 

held the end to be fixed firmly on the Gold. I 

4.3 Final Assembly Technique 

Once most of the problems had been identified and solved a 

substrate was fabricated using all of the improvements previously 

mentioned. The various stages of assembly are set out below: - 

(i) A defect free filter choke was test fitted into the 157 GHz 

mixer block to check that it was not too large. This was done as 

the tolerances were very tight and the finished assembly, would 

have been wasted should it not fit. 

(ii) The filter was then thoroughly rinsed in Isoclean acetone 

three times, to remove any residue left from the crystalux wax 

used to hold the filter during dicing to size. It was then visually 

inspected. A 250µm by 25µm gold ribbon was soldered onto the 

end of the IF choke to make the electrical contact with the gold 

bellows which formed the interface with the IF connector. This 

was done now to avoid the risk of this step going wrong whilst 

handling a finished substrate. 

(iii) To hold the substrate whilst fixing the diodes it was glued 

onto 'a clean microscope slide using PermaBond C2 scientific grade 

cyanoacrylate adhesive. This was applied using a cleaned hair and 

#great care was taken to ensure that the diode area of the 
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substrate was left clear. The slide was then left for 1 hour" to 

harden. PermaBond C2 adhesive was used as it can be easily 

dissolved using Isoclean acetone and has been found to leave no 

detectable residue. 

fig 4.3.1 

(iv) Some H2OE silver epoxy was prepared as described earlier 

and two small amounts were positioned on the filter as shown in 

fig 4.3.1. using a clean hair held in the micromanipulator. 

(v) The microscope slid 

fitting filter paper in a 

container was placed along 

transferred across, onto 

orientation was retained. 

diodes cost approximately 

a dropped diode were far 

was now placed on top of a tightly 

clean petridish . The diode carrying 

side the slide and the two diodes were 

the substrate, ensuring the correct 

These precautions were taken as the 

1000$ each and the chances of finding 

greater if its movement was restricted 
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to a limited area. A small downward pressure was applied; to teach 
diode using the hair and the epoxy was then cured at ý90C for 1 

hour. 

(vi) To remove the substrate, Isoclean acetone was flowed over 

the slide, down onto -a clean filter paper, held in a clean petri dish. 

Once the C2, adhesive had been dissolved the substrate would be 

carried by -the, flow of the acetone onto the filter paper. The excess 

acetone was then poured off, taking with it most of the C2 

adhesive in solution. The substrate was then washed in the same 

manner into a clean beaker where it was rinsed a further three 

times in Isoclean acetone. The first of these rinses included a 10 

second period in the ultrasonic bath, to test the resilience of the 

epoxy. 

(vii) To spot any early problems the substrate was now mounted 

onto a scanning electron microscope (SEM) stub using silver paint 

and examined. Like C2 adhesive this silver paint could be also 

removed using Isoclean acetone, leaving no residue. To allow the 

solder to flow underneath, the inner edge of each diode was left 

slightly raised. The substrate at this stage is shown in fig 4.3.2 (a) 

and(b). 

(viii) The substrate was again removed using acetone and 

cleaned in the same way as previously described. It was then 

placed onto a clean microscope slide and held in place using 

Supersafe flux. The flux holds the substrate down by capillary 

action only but this was sufficient for the next step to be carried 

out. 
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I- 

(a) 

(h) 

fig 4.3.2(b) 

(ix) Small quantities of Indalloy No 2 solder were prepared 

using a clean scalpel and tweezers. A clean hair was used to 

position the solder and a small amount of flux onto each of the 

solder pads. The slide was then placed onto a hot plate set to 1550 

and the solder was observed whilst melting. Once melted it was 

immediately removed to avoid overheating and when cool the 
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substrate was simply washed off the slide onto a fresh filter paper 

using pure water. 

(a) 

(b) 

fig 4.3.3 

To remove the substrate from the beaker the IPA was poured off 

and the beaker and substrate left whilst the remaining IPA 

evaporated. The substrate could then be dropped onto a filter 

P Pcr with the aid of a gentle tap. To ensure the diodes had been 
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correctly soldered, it was then given another SEM inspection (fig 

4.3.3) 

(x) Using C2 adhesive the substrate was again glued down onto 

a microscope slide and using a special tool made from a 

hypodermic syringe, a whisker `access' channel was dug in each of 

the solder mounds. This particular task required the most 

dexterity as a small error could result in one or both of the diode 

chips being damaged. However, with the use of the micro- 

manipulator it required no special skill. The basic technique is 

shown in figure 4.3.4. 

fig 4.3.4 

The substrate was removed as before and re-inspected in 

the SEM. (fig 4.3.5) 
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(a) 

(b) 

fig 4.3.5 

(x i i) Once the substrate was removed from the SEM specimen 

still), it was thoroughly cleaned and mounted into the contacting 

jig. ('2 adhesive was used to fix it and silver paint used to make 

the electrical connection. Fortunately these two substances did not 

interact, so that they could still be completely removed in acetone. 

Figure 4.3.6 shows the substrate fixed in the jig ready for 
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contacting, the diodes can just be made out positioned as centrally 

as possible over the heating filament. 

fig 4.3.6 

f 
., 

r, 

, ':: ý' 

(xii) Two whiskers were made up out of 7µm diameter Niaura 

wire. Care was taken to make them as similar as possible. As the 

diodes were susceptible to excess pressure from the whisker, the 

wire was thinned down to approximately 5µm. Note that the wire 

was only thinned from the fixing point onwards. This made sure 

that most of the resultant compression in the whisker due to the 

insertion was in front of the solder joint, not behind it (fig 4.2.14 

and 4.3.7). 
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fig 4.3.7 

(xii) The whisker posts were carefully placed into their holders 

which were then screwed onto the assembly jig. Before the 

whisker holders were tightened down the whiskers were aligned 

with the diodes, ensuring that there was some spring in the wire 

to hold them firmly down onto the substrate. The vernier drive 

was moved in until a contact was made onto the first diode. So 

that any degradation of the diode could be determined a 

current/voltage (IV) characteristic was taken on initial contact 

with no intended insertion force present. From this the series 

resistance and ideality factor were calculated. The whisker was 

then inserted a further 2µm to give some spring load to the 

whisker, after this the vernier drive could then be removed. A 

second IV was taken and compared with the first. If it was 

unchanged, the curve tracer was placed open circuit and the 

protective short put in place. The assembly could then be turned 

around and the same procedure carried out to contact the second 
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diode. Invariably this process had to be repeated a number , of 

times before two identical diodes were obtained simultaneously. 

The main reason for this. was - not a variation in the diode 

characteristics across the chip but was d ue to the large area of -the 
diode matrix which was covered with si licon dioxide (SiO2). There 

was no way of determining whether the whisker tip had- first 

touched the Si02 as opposed to a diode anode. If this was the case, 

a large upwards force would be present on the whisker tip due to 

the pre-load. As the whisker tip could not be resolved with the 

microscope, the whisker would still be driven in until eventually 

the force would be enough to move the whisker tip into a diode 

well. Therefore an excess force would often be present on the 

diode anode from the very first moment the contact was recorded. 

This, force would have different effects for different diodes, but 

would usually lead to either a barrier height reduction (observed 

as a reduced voltage for a set current) or the failure of the diode 

or, whisker at a later date. This aspect of diode contacting will 

considered in a more detailed manner in Chapter 7. 

(xiii) When two identical contacts were obtained their physical 

resilience was tested before they were soldered in place. By 

passing a previously calibrated current through the heating 

filament the substrate was taken to approximately 100C and held 

for 5 seconds, the usual soldering time. During this test the diode 

curves were simultaneously observed on the curve tracer. This 

was repeated a- number of times before the decision to solder was 

taken. A final set of IV's were taken for comparison with those 

remaining after soldering. 
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(xiv) A clean - hair was used in the micro manipulator to apply 
liberal amounts of flux. It was not necessary to touch the whiskers 
but just the side of the quartz, leaving the diode contacts 

undisturbed. 

(xv) Observing the - substrate under the microscope the solder 

was re-melted, c are being taken not to overheat the diodes. 

(xvi) A new set of IV's were taken and the protective short put in 

place. 

(xvii) Pure water was flowed over the diode pair in a gentle 

stream to remove the excess flux.. The jig was carefully blown dry 

in nitrogen and taken to the workshop to have the whisker wires 

cut. 

(xviii) Another set of IV's were taken and it was then" possible to 

remove the diode substrate from the jig. Isoclean acetone was 

poured over the substrate, which was held at an angle over a petri 

dish containing a filter paper. Once the glue and silver paint had 

dissolved, the substrate simply floated down onto the filter paper. 

The excess acetone was poured off and the paper allowed to dry 

so that the substrate could be dropped into a beaker for a final 3 

rinses in acetone. This thorough rinsing was required to ensure 

the total removal of the different glues. Ultrasonic cleaning was 

not possible at this stage, as its earlier use had destroyed two 

otherwise good contacts. 
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(xiv) The substrate was now inspected both in the SEM and 

optically. Both contacts are shown fig 4.3.8. Note the position of 

the whisker tips. As neither is resting on the upper edge of SiO2 

it can be assumed that no excess force is present. 

fig 4.3.8 
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fig 4.3.8. 
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(a) 

fig 4.3.9 

(b) 

fig 4.3.9. 

Figure 4.3.9 shows the finished assembly prior to fitting in 

the mixer block 
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Chapter 5 Testing 

S 1, R. F. 
., 
Performance r. -A .. 

In all, eight - subharmonic mixers were assembled, and once 

the design specification was approached, they were integrated 

into their -. prospective systems. Thus, although-an initial empirical 

optimization was undertaken, the full potential of the design was 

almost certainly not fulfilled. Further improvements that could be 

undertaken are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. 

The design goals for the 157GHz version are set out below in table 

5.1.1: - 

157GHz Subharmonic Mixer Design Goals 

IF Fre GHz Passband. (GHz) Noise Temp (K) Loss (dB) 

1 0.75-1.25 <1200 <6.5 

3 2.5-3.5 <1400 <7.0 

7 6.0-8.0 <1800 <7.5 

Table 5.1.1 

As the system was designed with simplicity as a main 

driver, the local oscillator requirement was kept sufficiently low 

such that a single solid state source could be used, typically this 

corresponded to < 15mW total input power. 
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5.1.1 Measurements 

A mixer's performance is usually quantified by the amount 

of noise power it generates at the IF frequency. It therefore 

follows that" for ultimate sensitivity this parameter should be kept 

to a minimum. Conveniently, the amount of noise -generated by a 

A resistor or any lossy medium is' given by the relationship: - 

Ng K. T ... 
5.1.1 

where T= absolute temperature in 

degrees Kelvin: 

and K= Boltzmanns constant. 

The element emits white noise which . 
is frequency 

independent such that the power radiated is given by: - 

NpW = K. T. B ... 
5.1.2 

or: - 

T -., KB ... 
5.1.3 

where B= the bandwidth. 
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This simple relationship provides an accurate standard for 

comparison of devices quoting noise power per unit bandwidth as 

an equivalent absolute temperature. This relationship holds 

providing T is kept . above several degrees Kelvin and the 

bandwidth is kept to more than a few hertz. 

If the gain of the device, is known, it may then' be treated as 

a black box: The mixer is treated as a noiseless component of gain 

G, with its intrinsic noise added In front of it through a lossless 

connection. A schematic diagram showing a mixer treated in this 

manner is shown below in figure 5.1.1 

TA.. S. 

Ts 

fig 5.1.1 

T$ = Noise from source. 

Tdsb = Double sideband noise 

} 

temperature of mixer. 

T1f = Total IF noise. 

Gim = Gain of image response of mixer. 

Grf = Gain of RF response of mixer. 
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The total output power is therefore : - 

Tif = (Ts + Tdsb)Gim + DTs + Tdsb)Grf ... 5.1.4 

The noise temperature of the mixer is equal to the total 

power appearing at, the IF, minus the proportion due to the 

incident noise, divided by the gain of the mixer. 

Tif - Ts (Gim + Grf) 
5,1.5 Tdsb = (Gim + Grf) 

A subharmonic mixer is inherently broad band and as such, 

for small IF frequencies, could be assumed to have equal side 

band response, i. e. 

Gjm=Gf=G 

Therefore 5.1.5 becomes :- 

Tif - 2GTS 
Tdsb = 2G ... 5.1.6 

For a Schottky mixer, G is usually less than 1 and it is 

therefore customary to refer to it as loss L, where: - 
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G= -L ... 5.1.7 

and 5.6, becomes: - 

LT; f-2Ts Tdsb =2... 5.1.8 

This relationship assumes that there is little or no mis- 

match at the . IF, frequency ' but is usually accurate enough 

provided- the mixer is--neither very low noise "nor' has a poor 

match. A more accurate relationship is derived below. 

A simple test set was used to determine mixer performance 

and a representative layout is -shown in figure 5.1.2. The hot and 

cold calibration loads. Titte and Tifc, were supplied by an Ailtech 

Standard noise generator (model no: -7009). With the input of the 

test set connected to each load in turn, the gain and offset of the 

final amplifier were adjusted so that the DVM gave a direct 

measurement of noise power in degrees Kelvin. Once calibrated, 

the mixer was connected and was then shown two loads, Th and 
Tc which for convenience were Eccosorb at room temperature, and 
77K respectively. The lower temperature was achieved by 

immersing the Eccosorb 
. 
in liquid nitrogen _ and positioning it in 

front of the mixer before it had warmed. The loss of the mixer is 

given by .-� 

I-miz 
OTin 

= OTout ... 
$. 1.9 
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fig 5.1.2'a 

where ATin is` the difference in noise input for the two sources, 

and OTout' is the resulting change in the output. - The mixer noise 

temperature and the IF mismatch mutually affect one another 

such that they can not be 'calculated independently. Therefore it is 

necessary to obtain two simultaneous equations. The first is found 

by assuming that the output power of the mixer is due to three 

components, that from the load, TG. 
"_ -_ 

or h --. _ 
that due to the mixer Tdsb and that reflected by the mixer, 

which originated from the load in the test set, Tload , 
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h+ Tdsb Tload(P-1) 
Tout Lmix +L25.1.1 0 

cab 

where p= Transmission coefficient at the IF termination. 

To simplify the working let: - 

Tload 
= Tret 

I-cab2 

Tfet being the power from the test set load returning, due to the IF 

mis-match. Thus 5.1.10 can be shown as: - 

p[(Th + Tdsb) + Lmix. TretJ 
Tout + Tret = Lmix """5.1.11 

The second equation is, found with the aid of the noise tube. The 

mixer is disconnected and the end of the cable is terminated in a 

short. When the noise tube is fired, the generated noise is 

reflected into the test set and the resultant reading Tai is noted. 

With the mixer. reconnected and operating in the desired region 

the noise tube is again fired, giving a reading Tmis, corresponding 

to the amount of reflected power due to the mismatch. Using the 

same argument as above it can be seen that the following 

equation applies :-, 
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i 

p(Th + Tdsb) 
Tmis = Lmix + (P-1). TCai + (p 

, 
1)Tret ... 5.1.12 

re-arranging :-I 

Lmix(Tmis + Tret + TCai) 
... 

5.1.13 P"': [Th + Tdsb + Lmix(Tret + TCa1) 

Substituting for p in 5.1.11 and simplifying gives 

Tdsb = 

: - 

Lmix(Tret"Tmis - Tret"Tout - TCal. Tout) 
Z. h ... 

5.1.14 
(Tout - Tmis - TCa0 

5.1.2 Testing Procedure and Results 

One of the main benefits of the subharrnonically pumped 

mixer is that its performance can be assessed using a very simple 

arrangement. Only a simple LO chain is required and the RF and 

LO inputs are fed into the mixer via two separate waveguides, 

alleviating the need for any potentially lossy RF coupling in the 

signal path. The test set-up used is shown belöw in figure 5.1.3. 

f 
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As the LO power requirement was easily met for most of the 

operating . frequencies, it was convenient to incorporate a 

wavemeter so that the frequency of operation could be checked 

and easily 'set. The isolator prevents reflections back into the 

source and gives, better stability. This was especially important for 

the Gunn oscillator used at 78.5 GHz, as being broad band, it was 

liable . to. become very unstable and noisy if the isolator was 

omitted. An attenuator is ' included, as the performance of the 

mixer is LO power sensitive, relating to the changing impedance 

presented to the signal, due to the pumping, of the diode pair. It is 

therefore necessary to have the, capability to vary the LO power in 

order to find the value corresponding to optimum performance. A 

chopper wheel provided the periodic hot and cold signal source 

used to optimize the signal backshort. Optimization proved time 

consuming and laborious without this facility. With the wheel 

rotating, the voltage output from, the, DVM was , 
displayed on the 

PSD and could be observed whilst the backshort on the mixer was 

adjusted to give maximum PSD output. The LO backshort was 
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adjusted in the same way although the maximum, allowable` power 

had previously been set in order to protect the diodes from being 

over powered and damaged. Once the optimum back short 

positions had been found, it was then possible to carry out a full 

performance versus LO power characterisation. 

Shown below are the noise characteristics of the best mixers that 

were assembled using this technique. 
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fig 5.1.4(a) 

Figure 5.1.4(a) shows an apparently high LO requirement, 

but this is due to the local oscillator backshort being optimized at 

91.5GHz and locked. This test was carried . out to find the optimum 

working frequency. Typically the LO ' power level was less than 

12mW at the waveguide flange. 
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fig 5.1.4(b) 

The mixer response to, LO power was the same in all cases, 

that is a rapid decrease in mixer noise temperature, which 

stabilized once enough power was applied to pump the diode pair. 
This is the main reason as to why the mixers required an order of 

magnitude more LO power than a single diode fundamental mixer, 
for which DC bias is generally used. At these frequencies, this did 

not present a problem, but a mixer using an LO above 230GHz 

(twice the frequency of the highest frequency solid state LO 

source) would need some form of biasing, in order to reduce the 

required power. Of course a higher powered LO source such as a 
Carcinotron could be used but then many of the benefits of a 

simple receiver would be lost. 

As the power was increased a plateau was reached across 

which the noise temperature was constant within the measuring 
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accuracy of the test set, after - which the noise performance 

steadily degraded due to the additional thermal noise brought 

about by the over driving of the diodes. Figure 5.1.4(a) shows this 

phenomenon clearly. As expected the conversion loss also has a 

similar relationship with LO power. 
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Some problems had been experienced in obtaining 

symmetrical diode characteristics and so a small balancing bias 

was applied to see if any improvement could be made. No effect 

could be attributed to balancing the diode pair. Interestingly, even 

very poorly matched diodes gave good performance with no 

balancing bias applied. 

figure 5.1.6 

IF match from 1-7GHz versus LO power 

The IF match was, as expected, very good and this can be 

attributed to the low impedance presented by the diode pair. No 

matching circuit was needed to obtain a mismatch of only -0.75dB 

over a bandwidth of 7GHz. This is shown in figure 5.1.6 where the 

mismatch is displayed on a Smith chart. A Hewlett Packard 8510B 
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-network analyser - was used to plot the impedance at . the IF 

terminal of the mixer between 1 and 7GHz as a- function of LO 

power. {-As can be seen, at the operating power level it' was 

sufficiently' close to 5052 so as not, to pose a problem. 

A simple IF matching circuit could have been implemented 

to improve the' match still further but this was not considered 

necessary as it was- already well within the, desired specification. 

No. Diode 

Type 

LO Power 

(mW) 

Mixer 

'Noise(k) 

Conversion 

Loss (dB) 

IF Mis-Match 

dB 

Frequency 

LO GHz 

183-1 X85 8 1500 8.7 0.5 91.35 

183-1 X85 24* 1300 8.15 0.5 88.15 

183-2 X85 6 2020 9.12 0.3 91.45 

183-3 X85 12 1500- 8.85 0.55 91.5 

183-4 X85 6 1630 8.97 0.4' 91.5 

157-1 X85 11 1450 8.56' 0.76 78.5 

158-2 X85 8+ 1330 8.14 0.7 78.5 

157-3 X85 8 1520 8.47 0.6 78.5 

157-4 X85 10 1220 7.79 0.55 78.54 

Table 5.1.2" 

* 'High power' due to non-optimized LO backshort at measured 

frequency - 

Table 5.1.2 -displays the best performance obtained with 

each assembled mixer. Although eight mixers are shown, only four 

mixer ' blocks were machined" and when a new substrate was to be 
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tested it was necessary to remove the redundant substrate. As can 
be seen the performance of a number of mixers Is very similar 

and this is almost certainly due to the-inability to change the 

overall whisker length by any, appreciable amount. This was due 

to lack. of foresight in the design of the dual filter substrate. 
Unfortunately the gap between the filters was set to -115µm, just 

slightly, less than the width of the. waveguide. This meant that it 

was not possible to reduce the whisker length without moving the 

diodes into the waveguide by a considerable distance. A more 

controllable approach would have been to have incorporated low 

inductance probes into the filter structure of differing lengths, 

thus allowing the changing of the whisker length whilst keeping 

the diode emplacement constant. Only two types of diodes, were 

used. The X85 from Farran Technology which is a back contacted 

diode was used predominantly. It was the only diode initially 

available with : the appropriate diode characteristics. It also had 

good contacting characteristics in the sense that the diode anodes 

are closely spaced and could withstand a large contacting force 

before there was an appreciable change in the IV characteristic. 

The second diode used, was a notch front diode (type 211) 

produced by the University of Virginia. This diode had similar 

diode parameters to the X85 but mounted directly onto the 

substrate without the need for silver epoxy to, be smeared up its 

back. It was hoped that this would lead to a lower conversion loss 

as the current did not have to travel through the Gallium Arsenide 

bulk of the diode. Unfortunately it proved extremely, difficult to 

obtain a diode pair without damaging one of the diodes, as the 

anodes were extremely pressure and static sensitive . and were 

easily damaged. Therefore the only result for a mixer using these 
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diodes is not included, as one of the diodes had a very poor 

- characteristic and therefore equally poor performance. - 
As the mixers were initially- tuneable, various types of 

contacting backshort were tried. This proved to be an area were 
definite improvements could have been made and the effect of a 

poor - backshort is discussed in Chapter 7. The three main types of 
backshort tried are shown below in figure' 5.1.7. 

fig 5.1.7 

S 

Ew 

All of these proved to be unsatisfactory as although they could 

give, reasonable performance, the tuneability was unreliable as 

often the same performance could not be reproduced once the 
backshort had been moved, Occasionally glimpses ý of much better 

performance . occurred whilst a mixer was being optimized but 

could not be retained for a more accurate measurement to be 

made. This was Aue to the nature in which the backshorts made 

contact with the waveguide : wall. As the short is moved the 

contacting surfaces abrade each other picking up small pieces of 

gold plate. These momentarily make a good contact only to move, 

once the short is repositioned. This actually brought about the 

failure of one device due to so much gold plate being removed 

that the waveguide was left partially blocked. For this reason once 
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a mixer had been assembled and had a reasonable performance 
the backshort was quickly optimized and locked in position. -It is 

important to understand that although the drive is always for 

better performance, once ý such' a device is usable, it becomes a 

very valuable component: It is therefore sometimes -prudent to 

sacrifice a possible 10-20% improvement if there is any possibility 

of endangering a working device. 1 1.1 1. 

5.2 Reliability Testing 

The mixers were intended for use on either the MARSS 

airborne radiometer or the AMSU-B orbiting radiometer, and 

therefore needed to be extremely rugged. Whisker contacted 
devices have had the reputation for being exactly the opposite. 
This, as will be discussed later, is not necessarily true and once 

the mechanical arrangement is understood, these type of devices 

can' be extremely tough. 

Devices ' made at - RAL using the` whisker, post approach" have 

previously passed a' standard space ' qualification procedure 

involving thermal ' cycling and vibration *'tests' and have 

subsequently failed at a later date. This has -obvious implications 

as to the environmental 'test parameters and test procedures used 

to determine' the reliability of ' the structure. The areas 'of 

environmental testing which might hasten a possible failure, are' := 

.n 

(i) Vibration 

(ii) Thermal shock 
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(iii) , Mechanical 'shock 

(iii) Temperature cycling 

One reason for the omission of thermal and mechanical 

shock tests from the procedure previously mentioned, is that they 

tend to be-of a potentially destructive nature. Once assembled, it 

is assumed that a flight component is protected from' both thermal 

and mechanical shock and therefore testing is to be geared to 'the 

'environmental conditions that the components will be likely to 

experience, ' Le'. "the vibration of the launch and the temperature 

cycling of ` the ' system during operation. Because the conditions 

under which the MARSS mixers were likely to operate was not 
known, ''nor was it' known how they would 'be handled, it was 

necessary to ensure that they would be extremely rugged. 
The component nature of the critical mixing structure 

developed and described in Chapter 4 allowed it to be tested 

outside 'the' mixer block. This is a major advantage and is quite 

unlike a device assembled using the conventional whisker post 

approach, in which the whisker contact relies on' the absolute 
integrity of the whisker post fit. Obviously it becomes expensive 

to put 'a mixer 'block 'that ' has taken several months to machine 

and assemble through a potentially destructive test every time a 

contact is remade. 

In the case of the 'single substrate mixers, as spare 

substrates became available, it was possible to put them through 

some demanding tests designed to verify the already apparent 

ruggedness of the technique. The tests were carried out on 
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substrates that had either not given the best performance or had 

been assembled during the technique verification -stage, using 

diodes that were unlikely to give good performance at the 

required frequency. A failure was deemed as either,, a, puncturing 

of the diode anode resulting in a damaged diode characteristic, or 

,a movement of the whisker away from the anode giving an open 

circuit. . 
Three simple holders, were fabricated out of Stycast in which 

the substrates could be mounted using C2 adhesive.;, Electrical 

contact was made using, silver paint. It was necessary to observe 

the double diode, IV characteristic whilst the tests. were being 

carried out, so that any brief failure of the, contact, could be noted 

on the curve tracer. The diode characteristics are-shown below in 

table 5.2.1. Substrate numbers 2 and 3 were made during . the 

initial stages of development and. as such were not of the, highest 

quality. Contamination had been a big problem and thus the 

spreading resistance was extremely high. In addition, two of the 

contacts were intermittent,. but could be re-established if . . the 

current was increased. This implied that there was . 
little force 

holding the whiskers in contact with the anodes. These contacts 

were therefore ignored and only,., the: stable- contacts were 

considered. 

To test the diode contact's resilience to thermal shock each 

holder in: 
; turn was immersed in a bucket of liquid, nitrogen.. As the 

temperature drops, the diode's IV characteristic is expected to 

change. The turn on voltage increases and the non-linearity 

becomes sharper. This is a natural consequence of- the conduction 

processes in the diode. Once the turn on voltage stops increasing 

r- 
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the substrate is * assumed to have cooled to a temperature ý near to 

that of liquid nitrogen, that being 77 K. 

--Substrate Spreading Ideality Factor Comments' 

Number Resistance"(0) ` I -- 

LO* IF* LO IF 

1' 16.9 13.16 1.18 1.12 Both contacts 

stable 

2 23.4 28.4 1.12 1.15 IF contact 

unstable 

3 3.12 '7 0.9 2.42 1.79 Both diodes 

damaged IF 

unstable 

* LO and IF refer to the filter on which the diodes are fixed 

table 5.2.1 

As expected the unstable contacts failed almost instantaneously 

but the contacts" considered stable remained intact and unchanged 

upon subsequent warming. This test was carried out several times 

on all three substrates. Although this was a good indicator as to 

the ability of the devices to withstand thermal shock, it only 

showed how the assembly handled cooling, not heating. The 

heating test has been the main area in which problems had 

occurred previously for the standard whisker post devices and 

certainly for the devices assembled for the Microwave Limb 
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Sounder experiment, heating proved to be the main" area of 

induced failure. 

The maximum temperature at which r, 
the substrates could 

be tested was set by the materials used in their manufacture. 

Obviously if solder had been used to fix either diodes 'or 'whiskers 

its melting point was- the upper limit. - If however silver epoxy was 

used, then the upper limit was set by the, maximum temperature 

allowed for the diodes. There is some dispute as to this value but 

most diode manufacturers quote around 2000C. Each substrate 

was therefore placed on a hot plate set to 900C. Again the diode 

IV characteristic was observed. Once the turn on voltage had 

stabilized the substrates were removed. No failures occurred 

during this test either. This was not really a surprise, as unlike 

standard devices, these whisker contacts had to survive the 

heating. necessary to fix the whiskers in place, be it with solder or 

silver epoxy. Finally as a test of extreme temperature change 

substrate No 1 was heated to 900C and then quickly immersed in 

liquid nitrogen. The contacts survived although slightly changed. 

However this was not surprising as the applied thermal shock 

given may well have damaged the diode anodes themselves. 

Experience of the long term effect of severe thermal cycling 

on diode anodes has been gained from, the inspection of diode 

contacts that have been cycled many times, from room 

temperature to -20K over 
'a 

period of years. These contacts were 

those in mixers that have been used in receivers based , at the 

James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) in Hawaii, and as such 

were temperature cycled on a regular basis. Problems had arisen 

with their operation and they had therefore been returned for 

inspection and repair. The diode anodes on one particular chip had 
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simply fallen off. The only remaining diode, was, held in place by 

the whisker. 
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fig 5.2.7 

Therefore 'care had to be taken to ensure that any test that the 

substrate was put through was designed to expose problems with 

the mechanical aspects of the contact and not the diodes 

themselves. Substrate No. 1 was put through the highly 

demanding thermal cycling shown in figure 5.2.7, the contacts 

again showing no measurable change in IV characteristics. No 

device had been previously taken to such destructive levels, and 

this test proved beyond doubt the inherent thermal stability of 

the substrates assembled using this technique. 

Mechanical shock was not easy to quantify with any 

apparatus at our disposal. It was assumed that once the mixers 
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were installed in their prospective' receivers, they `would -not be 

likely to receive any large mechanical shock. ' The 'largest 

mechanical shock that was likely to occur would be if the mixer 

were accidentally dropped or hit, before or during installation. 

Bearing this in mind, each test holder was repeatedly rapped 

firmly against an aluminium plate, again observing the IV 

characteristic. No change in the diodes, or failure of the contact 

occurred. In fact, when a contact appeared to go open circuit, on 

inspection it was found that the substrate had lifted from the 

holder, breaking the silver paint. When it was re-glued and 

painted the contacts were found to be both intact. The ability of 

the devices to withstand these simple tests warranted sufficient 

confidence that it was felt they might be capable of ' surviving a 

modified Military Specification Test 883. This test is extremely 

thorough as the test parameters shown below bear witness. The 

only modification to the test was made by reducing the' maximum 

temperature experienced from 1250C to 85CC. This was 

recommended for two reasons, these being that this temperature 

was higher than the melting point of the solder used" on substrate 

1 and also that such a high temperature was not necessary, as no 

scenario could be envisaged in which the mixers would be used at 

such an elevated temperature. As the test is thorough and 

expensive to carry out the substrates were sent to Marconi Space 

Systems at Portsmouth where the facilities and expertise to 

undertake this test existed and were kindly made.: available. The 

modified 883 MIL specification consisted of the 'following :- 

,. 
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High Temperature Storage 

24 Hours at 800C. in accordance with MIL 883. 

test method 1008. 

IV test. 

Thermal Shock 

10 Cycles from 250C. to 850C excursion time 10 minutes in 

accordance with MIL 883. Test method 1010. 

IV test. 

Mechanical Shock 

5 Pulses of 500G for 0.5 milli-seconds in accordance with 

MIL 883. Test method 2002, condition B. 

IV test. 

Thermal Vacuum 

Pressure < lx 10-5 'Töff. 

Temperature cycling in accordance{ with the 

following :- 
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Temperature +25 to +850C in 5hrs. Soak lhr. 

IV test. 

+850C to -250C in 5hrs. Soak lhr. 

IV test. 

-250C to +850C in 5hrs. Soak lhr. 

IV test. 

+85°C to +250C in 5hrs. Soak ihr. 

IV test. 

Vibration 

MIL 883A. Method 2007, condition A. Four cycles in each 

direction, in each axis, from 20-20,000Hz, 20G peak, sweep 

time, greater than four minutes. 
9 

Visual examination and IV test. 

Constant Acceleration 

MIL 883 Test method 2001, Level, E, 10,000Gin each 

direction in each axis for a duration of one minute. 

Visual inspection,, IV test. 
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Unfortunately during the tests the substrate holders actually 
failed. These failures occurred at different stages and consisted of 

either the substrates lifting or the electrical terminals breaking. 

The report associated with these tests therefore failed the devices 

though this included the failure of the holders. When the devices 

where returned- and the IV characteristics re-tested the contacts 

were found to be intact, therefore showing them to be capable of 

passing MIL Spec 883. It was clear from the survival of the 

substrates that they were extremely rugged compared with 
devices assembled in the conventional manner. 

The diode contacts, however, are not the only possible 

failure mode for a mixer and so before delivery each mixer was 

put through a space qualification test. Although not as thorough as 

MIL883, the vibration test is still very violent. At the level of test, 

screws can loosen and mounting brackets can shear if not 

properly designed. For this reason care has to be taken to ensure 

that each screw is properly tightened to a set torque and then 

locked off using Eccobond. No failures occurred at this stage. and 

the mixers have been working in a stable manner since delivery 

in November 1988. 
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Chapter"` 6 Computer Analysis 'and Modelling 

6.1 Mixer Analysis 

The design of the subharmonically pumped mixers had been 

conducted largely in an empirical manner using experience gained 
in the building of fundamental mixers intended for operation 

aboard in the MLS or on the JCMT. The performance obtained for 

the SHPM did not match that given by a fundamental mixer at the 

same frequency. It was. therefore considered unlikely that the 

optimum embedding impedance was being presented to the diode 

pair. A simple computer analysis was performed and low 

frequency scale modelling was carried out in order to determine 

as to what extent the potential of the mixer design was being met. 

6.1.1 Subharmonic Mixer Operation. 

As previously discussed in chapter one, the current 

generated in a nonlinear conductance with respect to -its voltage is 

described by: - 

I=aV+bV2+cV3+dV4+eV5+... _ .. _ý ... 6.1.1 

where a, b, c, d, e etc are real constants. 

The circuit shown in fig 6.1.1 considers two ideal diodes 

which are incorporated into the circuit in an anti-parallel 

configuration. - As the nonlinear behaviour of the diodes is not 
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generally symmetrical, - for a diode operating An the-reverse 
direction the current is described by: - 

I=f(-V)=-aV+bV2-cV3+dV4-eV5+... 
... 6.1.2 

I, 
lip 

Ib_ 

fig 6.1.1 

For a diode operating in the forward' direction the current is given 

by: - 

..: r ... 
6.1.3 I. = f(+V) = aV + bV2 + CV3 + dV4 + eV5 + 

If the same polarity convention is maintained, then Ia and lb are 

given by 6.1.4 and 6.1.5 respectively. 

Ia=+f(+V)=aV+bV2+cV3+dV4+eV5+... ... 6.1.4 

lb = -f(-V) = aV - bV2 + cV3' - dV4 + eV5 - ... x... 6.1.5 

The total current outside n the, diode, loop, is therefore: - 
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I= Ia + Ib 
... 6.1.6 

I=2aV+2cV3+2eV5+... `r 
... 6.1.7 

From 6.1.7 it is apparent that no even order mixing products 

exist in the output to the embedding network, from the anti- 

parallel diode pair. All even order harmonics are circulated within 

the diode loop as they are the only terms which satisfy the 

necessary requirement: - 

'a - "Ib -'loop ... 
6.1.8 

Therefore giving: - 

'loop = +bV2 + dV4 + ... 

6.1.2 The Maas Approximation 

... 6.1.9 

A device implementing nonlinear elements in an anti- 

parallel configuration has, as previously discussed in Chapter 3, 

some attractive features. From the -modelling aspect, the 

computing required is substantially simplified as all even order 

components can be terminated with a short circuit and the desired 

mixing product is given by 

I= 2f(V) ... 6.1.10 
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This is only valid however if the nonlinear element closely 

represents a nonlinear conductance only. As the Schottky diode is 

a more complex circuit element, a preferred option , is to scale the 

embedding impedance as seen by one diode so that the device 

may be modelled as a single diode. 
, 
mixer. This, procedure is 

described extensively-in Maas [1].. 

In essence, all odd order , embedding impedances are 

artificially set at twice their true values and the embedding 

impedances for even order harmonics are set to zero. Thus, the 

circuit in figure 6.1.1 is represented by the equivalent single 

diode circuit of figure 6.1.2. 

i(t) 
T 

r 

ýý', 

fig 6.1.2 

The analysis for an equivalent single diode mixer is only 

strictly valid if the diodes are identical, but this particular factor 

does not present a serious limitation for the device under 
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discussion, because the performance of multiple element harmonic 

mixers is generally insensitive to device balance. This we have 

noted in pratice. 

6.1.3 The Kerr Consideration 

The equivalent single diode circuit in figure 6.1.2, represents an 

over simplification of the anti-parallel diode configuration that 

was actually used. Although the second diode is in the reverse 
bias region when the first diode is 

. conducting, its whisker 
inductance and the diode anode capacitance can still represent a 
low impedance to the RF signal. This has been investigated by 

Kerr in [2]. For the frequency which fulfils the requirement; - 
jwL= ... 6.1.11 

COC 

or: - 

GJ2 = LC 
r 

where: - 

co = Angular frequency or 2nf. 

L= Whisker inductance. 

a, 
C�= Diode capacitance. 

... 6.1.12 

a sharp increase in mixer conversion loss and hence mixer noise 
is expected. This effect is directly attributable to the whisker 

inductance and diode capacitance resonating, effectively : shorting 

out the nonlinear conductance of the diode under forward bias. 

The diode capacitance can be estimated from the relationship; - 
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C= Co(1' 
V0 

bi; 
ý 

..: 6.1.13 

where 

CO = The diode capacitance at zero bias. 

Vj = The diode bias voltage. 

Obi = The diode built-in potential or barrier 

height 

The whisker inductance can be estimated' from 'the relationship 

given in [8]: - 

LW = 2x10-9. L. ln { 
ta} 

... 
6.1.14 

where: - 
Lw, = Whisker inductance 

L= Whiskers physical length in centimetres 

a= Waveguide width 

r= Whisker radius 

By substituting the ensuing values for C and LW into 6.1.12 the 

position of the first resonance frequency was obtained. For the. 

length of whiskers and diodes actually used in the 157GHz mixer, 

the first resonance was estimated to be =212GHz. The mixer was 

therefore considered to be operating at a frequency some way 

below that at which serious degradation in performance 1could be 

expected. In addition, the analysis of Kerr [2] for the two diode 
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case, also predicted the presence of diode pair conduction for 

whisker inductances below that at which the main resonance 

occurs. These are due to the diode configuration "ringing" at 

higher frequencies. Although their presence implies imperfect 

correlation for the Maas approximation, the effect is small 

compared to the overall performance of the mixer. For these 

reasons, the Maas approximation was considered to be adequate 
in this particular case. Obviously, the ideal approach would have 

been to modify the existing single diode analysis of Seigel and 

Kerr [9], to analyse a two diode mixer. This however would have 

required more effort and time than was available. 

6.2 Seigel and Kerr Computer Analysis 

The next section represents a summary of the report by the 

above named [4] and hence computer program that was used to 

determine the ideal embedding for the double diode pair. 

6.2.1 Basic Theory 
4 

As the numerical approach used to model the performance 

of single diode mixers has been extensively reported by the 

original authors [2], [4], it is not appropriate to repeat their work, 

however it is useful to discuss the basic principles used in the 

computer analysis. 
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In the analysis, the mixer is treated as a multiport, lumped 

element network. By using this approach the mixer can be 

represented by an equivalent circuit, figure 6.2.1, and 6.2.3. These 

circuits represent the mixers response to the large signal 

waveform (LO) and the small signal waveform (RF) respectively. 

So that the small signal response of the diode can be 

determined, it is first necessary to determine the periodic 

waveforms of the diode's conductance and capacitance. This is 

performed in an iterative manner with the addition to the circuit 

of a long length of lossless transmission line, figure 6.2.2. The 

transmission line length is made an integral number- of 

wavelengths at the LO frequency and hence all higher harmonics. 

Therefore its insertion has no overall effect on the steady state 

condition of the mixers operation, but it is now possible to 

consider the reflections which occur at either end of the line, due 

to the diode and the embedding circuit. 
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fig 6.2.2 

The circuit in figure 6.2.2 is considered with the diode initially 

disconnected. Upon connection, a series of reflections will result, 

eventually settling. -to a steady state condition. In- the steady state 

condition, waves of constant amplitude containing all the LO 

harmonics, generated in the interaction with the diode, will be 

travelling in either direction. 

The iteration starts with an initial wave containing the DC 

and LO waveforms being emitted from the embedding circuit 

towards the diode. At the diode, some of the waveform is 

reflected at, the transmission line/diode boundary, but for the 

remainder, new higher harmonics are generated on interaction 

with the diode. This new waveform now travels back toward the 

embedding circuit. Here, some of the waveform is again reflected 

but this time,; back towards the diode. The amount reflected, is 

determined by the embedding impedance presented at each LO 

harmonic. sThis, cycle is then repeated until the voltages at each 

end of the transmission are equalr at all harmonics, denoting the 

steady state condition. Thus the voltage and, current appearing 

across the diode for a particular embedding impedance and 
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frequency is found, along with the corresponding Fourier 

coefficients of the capacitance and. conductance waveforms at each 

harmonic. 

The analysis requires prior knowledge of the embedding 

impedance existing at each harmonic. These are usually obtained 

in the manner described by Eisenhart and Khan [5]. 
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Network [Y] 
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fig 6.2.3 

The equivalent circuit shown in figure 6.2.3 appears 

extremely complex, which is not unexpected, as the problem itself 

is not dissimilar. The mixer is represented by a. multifrequency 

multiport linear network. The left hand side represents imaginary 

input ports to the intrinsic diode ( that portion of the diode which 

determines' the nonlinear response of the mixer) at, all " frequencies 
ý! "ý, 
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that will provide a output at the IF port. The notation of Saleh [6] 

is adopted to denote the upper and lower sidebands. All upper 

sideband frequencies (c)o + Iniwp) are considered positive and all 
lower sideband frequencies (w o- InIco p) negative. Hence, the 

sideband co., represents the lower sideband at the 'first harmonic. 

Similar notation is used to denote the various voltages, currents 

and impedances etc, at the different harmonics. In practice only 

the first six LO harmonics are considered by the computer 

analysis but the technique has been shown to be valid for many 

more. 

The Fourier, coefficients for the conductance and capacitance 

waveforms determined during the -large signal analysis, are- now 

used to form the conversion admittance matrix ' for the intrinsic 

diode; Y, such that: - 

81 = Y. 8V ... 6.2,1 

Where: - 
51= [..., SIB, 6I0,5I-1 ,... ]t 

SV = [..., 5V1,6Vo, SV-t,... It 

The suffix t indicates the transpose of the matrix. 

... ý, . 
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""" 

... ' "Y ýYýY 000 
Y= 10 1.1 

,. 
... YYY... 

01 00.0-i 

-11 -10 -1-1, 
""" 

" ... 6.2.2 
11, 

Each element of the matrix is given by: - 

Ymn = Gm-n +, j(()o + mGJp) Cm_n ... 6.2.3 

:, Gm-n and Cm-n are the Fourier coefficients of the conductance and 

capacitance waveforms. 

The series resistance Rsn, and the embedding impedance Zen 

at each sideband frequency co n are added in parallel to each 

corresponding port on the intrinsic diodes embedding network 

forming the augmented network. An admitance matrix for the 

augmented network is now formed such that: - 

81' = Y'. SV ... 6.2.4 

Where: - 
,...,. ... 81 51,0, 

8V = [..., 8V1,8Vp, 8V. 1,... ]t 

The elements for the augmented matrix are given by: - 

Y'mn =Ymn for min ... 
6.2.5 
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Y' ,=Y +[Zem + Rsm] ' for m=n ... 6.2.6 

So that' the conversion loss I and and mixer noise temperature of 
the' mixer''can be calculated it' is necessary to form the impedance 

matrix V. This is simply the admittance matrix Y' inverted, or: - 

Z' _ (Y9], 1 
... 6.2.7 

The embedding impedance at the intrinsic diode for any 

port `m' can be found by letting the corresponding embedding 
impedance go to an open circuit and then reforming the Z' matrix. 
The embedding impedance at the m'th port is then given by the 

mm'th element of the Z'oo ie: - 
" ,. -, a 

Zm=Z'mm°O ... 6.2.8 

Where. oo indicates that Z' was formed with Zerr open circuited. 

The mixer input impedance Zin seen by the embedding 

circuit at -port `m' must now include the diode series resistance. It 

follows that: - 

Zinm = Zm + Rsm 

Zinm = Z'mm 0o + Rsm ... 6.2.9 

This has particular relevance for the mixer IF output 

impedance, which from 6.2.9 is given by: - 

Zifout = Zino 
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Zino = Z'oo oo + Rso 
. ... 

6.2.10 

At this point in the treatment, the 
, 
IF load impedance is 

conjugate matched to the IF output impedance of , 
the mixer so that 

the performance of the mixer can be calculated for perfect , 
IF 

match. To save forming a new Z' matrix every time a new port 

input impedance is required Zm can be found by considering the 

parallel configuration of the three impedances, Zen, Rsm and Zm. 

Hence: - I 

f 

Zinm=Rsm+ 
(Z Cm+R sm) 

Zým em smý mm 

Once the input and output impedances for each sidebanid can 

be obtained in terms of the impedance matrices for the intrinsic 

diode and augmented network, along with the embedding 

impedances and series resistance, it becomes relatively straight 

forward to calculate the conversion loss. The conversion loss 

between sideband j and i in a mixer is defined by: - 

L 
[power available from the signal source at?  sideband (Oj] 

ij [converted power delivered to load at sideband (O f] 

For the intrinsic diode, the power available from the impedance 

(Zed + Rsj) at the jth sideband is: - 

I2 IZej + RSjl2 
Pavail =8 ISI'jl 

Re[Zej + Rsj] ... 6.2.12 

and the power delivered to a load impedance (Zei + RS1) at the ith 

sideband is: - 
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Pdeliv =2 16V112 Re [ (Zei + Rsi)"] 

From 6.2.4 

1 IZ'ij12 I5I'j12 Re [ Zei + Rs; ] 
2 IZe1 + RS1I2 

... 6.2.13 

... 6.2.14 

The conversion loss of the intrinsic diode is therefore given by: - 

Pavail IZei + Rsi12 IZej + RSjI2 
I-'ij -_... 6.2.15 Pdeliv 4IZ'ij12 Re[Zej + Rsj] Re[ Zei + Rs1] 

In order to determine the conversion loss of the actual mixer it is 

necessary` to ' include . the additional loss due to the series 

resistance at the input and output frequencies. The two terms that 

have to be included are: - 

(power available from Zed) 
Ki 

(power available from Zed + Rsj) 

Re[Zeý + Rsi1 
Kj = Re[Zej] 

Similarly for K;: - 

(power delivered to Zel + R8) 

(power delivered to Zej) 

... 6.2.16 
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Re[Ze1 + RS1] 
K1. Re[Zel] ... 6.2.17 

The conversion loss for the actual mixer is found by multiplying 

L'ij by Kj and KI to give: - 

IZei + RSiI2 IZej ± RSjI2 
Lij = L'ijKiKj ... 6.2.18 

4IZ'ijl2 Re[Zei] Re[Zej] 

4- 

6.2.2 Computed Mixer Noise 

The program calculates only thermal and shot noise. The 

noise due to lattice scattering is small at room temperature and 

therefore does not represent a significant proportion for the mixer 

under consideration. 

The equivalent circuit for the diode is modified with the 

inclusion of equivalent noise sources for the shot and, thermal 

noise. The modified circuit is shown in fig 6.2.4 1 

r--°= 
ý-Ze 

!- 
-0- r 

fig 6.2.4 'I 

5v 2- 4kTegRsLf 
id 

gi(j gi) ' 
1% 

(hs 
=2gigiM 
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These can now be converted into current. sources as shown in fig 

6.2.5. 

id 

Igj icj 

Ze+R gl(i81) 

e. 

j 

5i bi 
s Cj(vd) 

fig 6.2.5 

The noise current sources are now connected to each port of the 

augmented network and are treated in the same way as the 

equivalent small signal current sources. 

The thermal, noise seen by the intrinsic diode due to the 

thermal - noise current source is given by: - 

4kTegRs. Af 
Sii 2 ... 6.2.19 

IZem + RsmI 

The noise seen by the IF load Zeo appears at the IF frequency or 

co, at which the output is conjugate matched, or: - 

Z= (7e0 + Rso)* ... 6.2.20 

Therefore the equivalent thermal noise connected to the IF port 

is: - 

4kTegRs. Af 
Si 2=2 or: - tI Ze0l 
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4kTegRs Af 
Bit =2... 6.2.21 I'll 

I Ze0 - Rsol 

6.2.3 Shot Noise 

The mean square value for the shot noise is given by: - 

1s =2gigjef ... 6.2.22 

Dragone [7] and Uhlir [8] have shown that although -the shot 

noise can be considered as white noise there exists some 

correlation between the noise at different sidebands. The noise 

components at the different frequencies are down converted to 

the IF where they add vectorially. Because of this correlation, it is 

necessary to treat the noise component as if it were a small signal 

applied to all ports of the augmented matrix. As before, let SI's 

represent a small "quasi-sinusoidal" component at a frequency wn 

of the periodically pumped shot noise source shown in figure 

6.2.5. SI's and 5V, represent the vectors of the input shot noise 

currents and voltages at the ports such that: - 

HIS = (..., 81; , al's , SIs ,... JL 

8V =[ .... sv'8VS '6VS ,... ]t ... 6.2.23 
3i0 -i 
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From 6.2.4 and 6.2.7 the output noise voltage is given by: - 

SVso = Z950 SI'so ... 6.2.24 

Where Z' o is the centre row of the impedance matrix Z'. It 

therefore follows that: - 

6Vso 8Vso *= Z'0 6I's" (Z'so 61's)* 

= Z9 SO HIS 81'st Z'sot ... 6.2.25 

Where t denotes the conjugate transpose of the matrix. 

The, ensemble average is taken to give: - 

<I8VS012> = Z'0<8I's SI'S-j. >Z'SO f ... 6.2.26 

Where <81's 51's t> is the shot noise current correlation matrix 

which has the general element <SI'sm 6I'sn*>. It has been shown 

[71, [8] 

<61'Sm SI'SII*> =2q Im. n Of ... 6.2.27 

Where m_n is the (m-n)th Fourier of the diode conductance which 

is defined by: - 

00 

igi _ 
2: 

In e(jnWpt) ... 6.2.28 
n=-oo 
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and Im_n -is given by: - 

i 
T 

I-1it e("j[m"n] Cop t) dt Im- 
T gei) 

T 

The integration is taken over, one LO cycle. 

.` 

.. 6.2.29 

6.2.4 Thermal Noise 

Unlike the shot noise, the thermal noise generated by the series 

resistance is not correlated at different sidebands. If the thermal 

noise is treated in a similar manner to the shot noise we find: - 

<I8VsI2> = Z'to<61't 6I'tt>Z'tot ... 
6.2.30 

matrix <519t SI'tt> Where this time the thermal noise correlation"matrix' 

is equal to zero for all elements <61'tm 6I'tnt> for which min. From 

6.2.20 and 6.2.21 :- 

4kTegRsmif 
<6I'tm SI'tm*> =2 mýO 

I Zem + Rsml 

and: - 

<61, to 61't0*> =4k 
Teq Rs0 M 

I2 
m=0 

Zeo + RSOI 
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6.2.5 Total Mixer Noise 

The total mixer - noise is found by combining the two noise 

components. From 6.2.26 and 6.2.30: - . 11 ' 

<IVTotoI2> =Z'SO<6I'S SI'st>Z's0t + Z'to<SI't SI'tt>Z't, t 

... 6.2.33 

The noise power delivered to the matched IF load"is therefore: - 

2. Re[Z] 
No = <IVTotOI >2"... 6.2.34 

I Zeo+Rs0I 

As discussed in chapter five, the equivalent input noise 

temperature of the mixer can be represented as: 

No Lol 
Tm 

k0f ... 6.2.35 

Where L01 is the conversion loss of the signal sideband (Lo. 1 is the 

conversion loss of the image sideband). Using 6.2.18 and 6.2.34 

Tm is given by 

<IVTotOI2> I Zel + RS1I2 
Tm = ... 6.2.36 

4k Of I Z'0112 Re [Zell 
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6.3 Low Frequency Scale Modelling 

The computer program described inýY. the preceding section 

required as input the following: - 

(i) The operating -frequency. 

(ii) The embedding impedance presented to the diode at each 

LO,, harmonic, and sideband frequency. 

(iii) 
, 
The diode's series resistance, zero bias capacitance, built-in 

potential, saturation current, and ideality factor. 

The embedding impedance is most easily obtained in the manner 

described in [5). In order to do this it was necessary to build a 

scale model in which actual measurements could be made in a 

controlled and repeatable way. The model ` was made from 

Aluminium and included the signal waveguide (including 

backshort) and the substrate channel. The scaling factor chosen 

was arbitrary, but the factor x65 gave reasonable dimensions for 

the machining and allowed measurements to be made that were 

in the lower portion of the frequency range available on the 

HP8510B network analyser that was to be used. The technique 

involves the positioning of a miniature semi-rigid coaxial line into 

the region within the scaled waveguide that the diode would sit in 

the real device. The line is calibrated so that the impedance 

measured at the end should be the same as that which would be 

seen by the actual diode. Because the line is dispersive and is of 
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not aninconsider'able' length, it is important" that' care is taken' to 
enable an accurate 'calibration. This was done as follows. 

The ''network analyser is easily calibrated * at - the end of the 

low loss precision line (i. e. immediately before the semi-rigid 
cable) using the" accurate' calibration' `standards provided. The port 

extension ; facility is 'then used to extend the calibration to the end 

of the coaxial ' line "probe. ' probe. It is not' practical to calculate 'the port 

extension required in electrical length, as there were substantial 

errors associated 'with the standard' SMA connectors used. In an 
attempt top `assess the sort of errors that were` likely to be 

encountered, ' a number 'of semi-rigid 'coaxial lines 'were fabricated. 

The main -error associated with the connectors 'was' due to the way 

in' which' 'they `"were fixed to the-'cable. This involved cutting 
through the outer conductor using a rudimentary cutting tool and 

then soldering first the inner pin onto the inner conductor, and 

then the main connector body onto the outer conductor. Although 

a special assembly kit was used which had special formers that 

were intended to accurately align the pin and connector, great 

difficulty was found in obtaining connectors that were within 

'tolerance. This, was mainly due to two factors. The first was 'due to 

the' way 'in whicl(the outer connector was' cut. 'Being copper, it was 

inevitable that' a burr would be -pushed- 'over the end of the 

dielectric. This would cause a discontinuity in the line causing all 

manner of reflections. I To avoid this, the outer 'conductor was 

parted off, with the aid ' of a skilled machinist and precision lathe. 

The' second problem was due to the way in which the outer 

connector' was soldered' on to the outer conductor. Because the 

dielectric material used in the cable had a much 'higher coefficient 
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of thermal expansion than the copper, outer �conductor, upon 

heating it would extrude from the outer sheath. This would again 

result in a discontinuity in the line, causing the same reflections. 

The problem was solved by 
, using a room temperature silver 

epoxy to assembly the connectors. This approach could not be 

adopted for everyday use as the epoxy's strength did not 

represent a, practical alternative to solder,, even though the bond 

was reinforced with a generous portion of : standard ., 
(Araldite) 

epoxy on the outside of the join. This approach did, however, 

allow the production of cables, that were of a. similar , 
high quality 

to those assembled by an accomplished technician, _ taking far 

greater care. Three coaxial lines were made in this manner each 

having a male connector on one end, with the other end parted, off 

leaving a smooth face. The physical length of each line was 

accurately measured before a connector, was, , 
fitted so that a 

comparison of length versus port. extension could be made, ,. the 

only errors hopefully being in the connectors themselves. .. The 

connectors were checked for tolerance using a. connector gauge. 

Each line was connected in turn to port 1 of the network analyser 

which had previously been calibrated in the, standard way , over 

the frequency sweep of interest. With the . trace displayed on a 

50f2 Smith chart, the port extension facility was-, used to extend 

the calibration plane forward along the line until an -, approximated 

open circuit was obtained. Although an unterminated line does not 

represent a perfect open, . the trace obtained for - the accurately 

faced off end did represent a sufficiently, good open for,, the 

accuracy required. Obtaining a ,. good broadband, open.. over such a 

length of dispersive medium is a ,. non trivial problem and no 
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simple solution exists. The electrical length used for the port 
extension was now verified by painting the end of the line with 

, 'silver paint. Because the end of the line was so accurately 

machined the physical position of the short given by the silver 

paint coincided, exactly with that of the open. As the paint dried 

the trace was seen to move around the Smith chart, finally coming 

to rest at the short position. Although the trace did not settle to a 

-3 single dot the position of the physical end of the line could be 

-determined to within +/- 0.15% of the total electrical line length. 

This was repeated for all three lines to determine the errors 

associated with the connectors. These appeared to be negligible 

and could not be measured because of their magnitude. 

The use of silver paint to provide a good short allowed the 

accurate calibration of the port extension line length for, the 

coaxial- line used in the actual model. For this line, the end of 

which was to represent the diode anode, was not faced off flush. 

Instead, a length of inner- conductor was left protruding so that, it 

could - be i used to represent the whisker. In this way, silver. paint 

was again used to provide a good short, coincident with the end of 

the line and hence effective diode face. 

The filter circuits were ý formed on a commercially available 

substrate, which has similar dielectric properties to the quartz 

used in the actual mixer. " copper tape was stuck to one side and 

was then coated with a spray on photoresist. The photomasks 

used were drawn on an Apple Macintosh and simply printed out 

onto transparencies using a Laser printer. The photolithography 

required was very basic because of the dimensions involved and 

very good large scale filters could be patterned with ease. 
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In order to make the adjustment of the ° filter, dimensions as 

easily as possible the two filters were made on *two separate 

substrates upon one of which the filter was set back from the 

edge so that the gap between them was filled with dielectric. This 

allowed the adjustment of pad length and gap width without the 

need for new filters "to be made, as the substrate and copper foil 

could be cut back, as required. 
Each filter was held in place using short lengths of Eccosorb 

(a microwave absorbing material) which were clamped between 

the substrate and the lid of the substrate channel. The first test 

was' to determine the effect of the Eccosorb's position with respect 

to the effective whisker and diode. Initially the Eccosorb was 

placed at the extreme rear of each filter. The embedding 

impedance associated with the fundamental frequency was then 

plotted out for one 1/2 wave length movement of the - backshort. 

The Eccosorb was then moved- forward in iterative steps and the 

effect noted. Figure 63.1 shows the results for the various 

positions. As can be seen the Eccosorb can be moved to within one 

low impedance section of ' the filter's end with negligible, effect. 

This is not surprising as most of the rejection associated with this 

type of filter is generally gained using just one high and one low 

impedance section. In 'order that any effect due to the proximity 

of the Eccosorb was further reduced all further measurements 

were taken with it positioned at least six filter sections back. 

j 
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157GHz, gubharmonic Mixer x65 Scale Model 
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6.4 Computer Analysis Results 

The diode parameters required ., 
by the analysis program 

were either measured directly from the 'working mixer or were 

taken from the data supplied by the diode manufacturer. The 

diode series resistance, built in potential, ideality factor and 

saturation current could be determined quite'' accurately from 

measurements of the diode DC characteristics. The equipment 

required to measure the diode zero bias capacitance was not 

available and so the value quoted by the manufacturer was used. 

Once the model was giving sensible results, the necessary 

data was -entered into the computer 'analysis described 'previously. 

The program was then' run in a modified form [9] to plot out the 

expected performance as a function of embedding impedance 

presented to the diode. The modified program selects 3000 points 

over the Smith chart and runs the program for each point to 

determine the performance in terms of noise temperature and 

conversion loss for each particular impedance value. It then draws 

contours of points, of similar performance. `Because the double 

diode mixer had, as previously discussed, been reduced to a single 

diode equivalent circuit (necessitating artificial doubling of the 

embedding impedance) the program results were plotted out on a 

10012 Smith chart. For the results to be interpreted correctly, the 

Smith chart was then considered as being 50Q. The results of the 

computer analysis are shown in figure 6.4.1 (a) and (b). 

. 
°3 ke# 
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157GHz Subharmonic ` Mixer 

Computed Conversion Loss (SSB). 

(a) 

Contour Number Conversion loss (dB) 

1 6 

2 7 

3 8 

4 9 

5 10 

6 11 

7 12 

8 13 

fig 6.4.1 
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157GHz -- Subharmonie Mixer 

Computed Mixer 'Noise Temperatüre(SSB) 

(b) 

Contour Number Mixer Noise (K) 

1 500 

2 650 

3 800 

4 950 

5 1100 

6 1250 

7 1400 

8 1550 

fig 6.4.1 
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Once the region of the 
, 
Smith , Chart for best performance was 

known, -: the, model was used to determine, the actual impedance 

seen by ý the diodes in the real mixer. The filters and whisker were 

set to values as near to the scaled dimensions and positions of the 

real device as possible. The backshort was then adjusted in order 

to plot out the backshort circles corresponding to the LO and 

sideband frequencies. The backshort was initially placed fully in 

and the three embedding impedances relating to the upper and 

lower sidebands (USB, LSB) and LO frequency were noted. 
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fig 6.4.2 

The backshort was then moved out a small distance and - the 

measurements repeated. This process - was continued until ' the 
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backshort had travelled -through, one_ half wavelength atAhe LSB 

frequency. ' The program ° was then run for each = set of - impedances 

obtained for each backshort position and the results plotted in 

,; 
figure 6.4.2. 

6.5 Computed Versus Measured Results 

The results show that the mixer does not necessarily operate 

in a mode that has equal sideband response. In fact only one 

discrete backshort position relates to such operation. It was not 

possible for the working mixer to' be measured in a single 

sideband mode with the test equipment available and because of 

this, the performance quoted always relates to a double sideband 

measurement. As discussed in Chapter 5, the signal backshort was 

adjusted to give minimum DSB mixer noise temperature. It can be 

seen from figure 6.4.2 that for this backshort position, the upper 

and lower sideband performance is very similar. The computer 

analysis does 'show therefore, that for the backshort position 

corresponding to minimum mixer noise, it was not unreasonable 

to assume near equal sideband response. 

Because the diodes in the double diode mixer were not 

biased, it was not possible to determine the current flowing 

through them when the mixer is being pumped with the LO. It is 

possible to physically damage the diodes if too much current is 

generated. The computer analysis allows the induced diode 

current to " be set, , along with the bias voltage, which for the 

subharmonic mixer is zero volts. The diode current represents 
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directly' the "amount of LO 'power that has been coupled' into the 
diode: This should not ' be confused with the"'amount of LO pöwer 

used by the real 157GHz; mixer. The amount used by the real 

mixer ' is 'a function of the impedance presented to the LO circuit 
by the diode pair and also' by the built-in potential of the diodes 

used. The computer analysis can calculate this quantity if the 

embedding 'impedance is known but this is a separate problem 
from the mixing analysis, and depends upon ' the efficiency of the 

LO coupling circuit. It was sufficient to relate performance with 

diode current so that a comparison could be drawn between the 

modelled and measured results. 
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,A 
backshort position was chosen from 

, 
6.4.2. So that a, comparison 

could be drawn between the best measured result, and the 

corresponding modelled result the. point chosen was the best 

modelled DSB measurement found at a backshort position . of 

110mm. The embedding impedances for each, sideband were input 

into the program and the program was then run a number. of 

times, each time altering the induced diode current. The results 

are shown in figures 6.5.1 and 6.5.2.,, 
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fig 6.5.2 

To determine the LO power that would be required to drive 

the working mixer to the same level, prior knowledge of the 

embedding impedance presented by the diode pair to the LO 
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signal would be needed. Rather, it is possible to overlay the 

measured and the modelled results bearing in mind an unknown 

scaling factor on--the x axis. -The shape of the mixer response as a 
function of LO power,, is due to the built in potential of the 

Schottky diode. The sharp drop in conversion loss and mixer noise 
is due to the diodes beginning to turn on i. e. switch to a lower 

conductance. Because no bias could be applied to each diode in the 

real mixer, initially no mixing occurs for low LO input power. At a 

threshold value, ' a sharp improvement in performance is 

observed. This power corresponds to the LO input power being 

sufficient to drive the voltage appearing across the diodes higher 

than the built-in potential. Forward conduction and hence mixing 

occurs. It is therefore valid, since both computer and working 

mixer use diodes of the same built-in potential, to overlay the 

modelled and measured results for direct comparison. This has 

, 
been, done and the ensuing,, graphs shown in ,., figure 6.5.3(a) and 

(b)" 
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fig 6.5.3(a) 
The' results show that the performance obtained from the 

working device falls someway short from that predicted by the 

computer analysis for the embedding impedance measured in the 

scale model. However the model does not include waveguide 
losses, signal mismatch, IF -mismatch and backshort losses. The 

backshort losses for this mixer may have been substantial due to 

the nature of the backshort used. For reliable operation this 

consisted of a simple shim. Although it was close fitting, 

comparisons with noncontacting and contacting backshorts used in 

other mixers (see Chapter 7), suggest that a further improvement 

of between 10-20% may be attainable. 
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The IF mismatch was measured to be 0.75dB for these 

particular measurements. 

The best, performance shown was obtained with a substrate 

on which the electrical connection to the ohmic contact on the 

diodes had been made using silver epoxy. The losses associated 

with this material at these high frequencies are not known but 

may well be substantial. The same may be true of indium solders, 

but good performance has been obtained with diodes that have 

been soldered into the mixing circuit at much higher frequencies, 

making this explanation unlikely. 

It is possible that the diode capacitance quoted by the 

manufacturer may be incorrect. Such small capacitances are 
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inherently difficult to measure and large errors are to be 

expected. 

With the mixer mount-used, a reduction of Q 1.5dB from the 

conversion loss would be expected with the use of-an IF matching 

circuit and a noncontacting backshort of the the type discussed in 

chapter two. 

The biggest area for improvement is in redesigning the RF 

circuit to provide an embedding impedance for the diode which is 

more optimum. The simplest adjustments. .. to make are in the 

physical dimensions of the whisker and filters. By changing the 

lengths of the first section on each of the filters it is possible to 

move the impedance presented to the diode around the Smith 

chart. Alternatively, a second E-plane tuner could be added to the 

signal waveguide. This would allow an increased range of 

available impedances, but at the expense of increased waveguide 

loss and block complexity. 

r} 

f 
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Chapter 7: Suggestions' For Future Work 

7.1 Contacting. Techniques For Higher Frequencies. 

As the frequency of . operation increases, the necessary 

dimensions 'of the active circuit components decrease. So that the 

device retains its rugged nature, the same accurate control over 

the contacting process must be retained. Above 500 GHz, the 

dimensions of diode chips, whiskers and filters etc., are measured 

in microns (µm) rather than thousandths of inches. Although it 

may still be feasible to manually form the whiskers in the' manner 

described previously, to the dimensions required, it would be 

extremely time consuming and laborious. Therefore an alternative 

method of fabrication is desired. Photolithography ideally lends 

itself to this problem. 

If the diode matrix approach is to be retained, it will be 

extremely difficult to dice a chip to the size required and even 

harder to solder it onto the end of a stripline filter. Again 

photolithographic techniques could be used to form the diodes 

directly onto the gold filter structure, reducing the handling 

operations required. This approach has the additional benefit that 

the diode filter assemblies can be produced `en mass'. Another 

advantage in using the photolithographic approach, is that a large 

number of variations of the mixing elements can be fabricated 

simultaneously, making a thorough characterisation easier to 

perform. By keeping the mixer circuit separated into the two 

discrete areas of whiskers and diodes, the photolithographic 

fabrication steps are substantially easier to implement than those 

associated with planar technology. In addition the ruggedness now 
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associated with the 'pressure contacted whisker/diode is 

retained[1]. In this -respect airbridge planar, -diodes, although 
promising still have to undergo a thorough , mechanical 
examination. I 

Schematic diagrams of the possible form that such "Quasi- 
Planar", elements may) take are shown, in figures 7.1.1 and 7.1.2. 

Gold 

Wi 

The techniques used to fabricate such elements already exist 

within the GaAs community, but as yet have not been attempted. 
In the suggested development the GaAs diodes are formed onto 
the quartz substrate with the aid of an AlAs release layer. This 

would be deposited using molecular beam epitaxy, onto a single 

crystal GaAs substrate. A heavily doped GaAs buffer layer and 
low doped epi-layer are then deposited on top. The ohmic contacts 

need to be formed at this stage before the Schottky barrier is 

deposited and this could be achieved using standard techniques. 

The Schottky metals could be evaporated and then subsequently 

patterned to form the anodes, possibly as in figure 7.1.4. Using a 

technique similar to that discussed in [2] it is possible to etch back 
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the unwanted bulk GaAs, leaving a thin membrane, perhaps as 
little as 3µm thick. This could be then transferred onto a thick 

quartz substrate where it can be processed using similar 

techniques to those employed to form notch front diodes [6], 

giving the final form of that shown in figure 7.1.1. The necessary 

facilities already exist within the UK, and such techniques may 

well he employed to fabricate devices designed for operation in 

the terahertz region. 

'y 
T 

Y 

=S 

Fig J. 1.3 

ý. 
i 
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N 

(a) 

(b) 
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Some prototype quasi-planar whiskers have already been 

fabricated at RAL using some very basic lithography. This is found 

to be quite adequate for these dimensions and an example is 

shown in figure 7.1.3. (a) and (b). 

The whisker tip can either be etched in the standard way, or it 

can be patterned lithographically. The latter is the more desirable, 

as the whisker length can then be controllable to within a micron 

or so. These whiskers were fabricated by the author using 

standard wet etching techniques, and have been used to form 

contacts onto 14m diameter diodes. Although the whisker is only 

25µm long, because it is a flat strip ample spring is provided in 

much the same way as a ruler springs when it is compressed 

between the ends. 

'Rounded 

whisker 
1i; It trin 

* Whisk( 

tip now 

sharp 

Undercu 

Gold 

Photoresist 

)re SISt 

21 I 

Reforc Ftc: hing 

After F. tching 
fig 7.1.4 



The wet etch process has an unexpected advantage over dry 

etching in that very sharp tips can be formed even though the 

protective photoresist mask may not have resolved such a sharp 

point. This is because the metal is etched uniformly in all 

directions as discussed previously. Because the metal is of the 

order of lµm thick, the photoresist pattern is under cut by at least 

the same amount. As long as the tip patterned in the photoresist is 

approximately <2gm round, then the resultant point etched into 

the gold whisker will be less. The reason for this is shown in 

figure 7.1.4. Because the etch acts uniformly in all directions, the 

final position of the very end of the whisker with respect to the 

photoresist mask is nearer the sides of the resist pattern than the 

front. Therefore, the gold is effectively etched in from each side 

forming a very sharp point. A whisker whose tip has been etched 

in this way is shown in figure 7.1.5. In this case the gold film is 

I. Uµni thick. 

hg 7.1. E 
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The-, real benefits from the performance perspective is that 

the parasitics are kept to the absolute minimum usually 

associated with' the standard whisker contacted device. All of the 

advantages of the planar airbridge diode apply, but this approach 

allows easier I empirical optimization, as the diodes and whisker 

can be varied- without the need for the entire circuit to be 

removed. By incorporating the whisker and diodes onto the filter, 

the impedance presented at the diode can be altered with great 

accuracy by changing the length of the first section of the stripline 

filter and the whisker length. This has been shown at lower 

frequencies to significantly affect the overall performance of the 

mixer, but until now has been difficult to vary in a controllable 

way. In order to simplify the contacting procedure without losing 

any of the required control, the anode layout should be altered. 

Unfortunately, there has been a lack of communication between 

the diode manufacturers and the device assemblers. As a result, 

some of the anode layouts have made the contacting of a diode 

extremely difficult. 

The mark to `space ratio frequently adopted has resulted in 

some chips 'giving the whisker tip less than a 10% chance' of 

cleanly hitting an anode. At the higher frequencies now envisaged, 

it may be possible to do away with the Si02 altogether. Figure 

7.1.6 shows a possible arrangement in which the diodes are very 

closely spaced, with the whisker tip being designed so that it can 

only contact a maximum of four anodes at any one time. As the 

diode anodes are only 0.25µm2 in area the maximum diode area 

would still be only 1.0µm2. The lithography required to form such 

a diode structure is 'substantially simplified, requiring only one 

Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) step to separate the anodes. The anode 
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spacing , of 0.1µm is easily , realised , using - electron beam 

lithography which is presently available. Although , the anodes 

appear perilously close, the parasitic capacitance between the 

neighbouring anodes . and the whisker represents only ,a small 

fraction a of the total capacitance for the contacted diodes. 

Anodes 

Epiiayer 

GaAs 

Ohmic 
Contact 

fig 7.1.6 

For an anode configuration such as this, contacting would 

only entail bringing the whisker up to make contact and then 

applying a small amount of insertion to ensure that the whisker 

cannot move. 
With careful design of the mixer block, the device assembly 

. can be simplified substantially. It is important to include helpful 

features (especially for when the device is under going 

optimization) which ease the assembly process, such that it can be 

carried out without the need for special jigs or any particular, skill. 

Also, the machining requirements should be kept- as simple as 

possible. Direct consultation with the machinists can often result 
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in time and 'money being saved without having to compromise -on 

quality or performance. 
.,, 

7.2 ý Optimized and Broadband Operation 

There is presently great interest from the Atmospheric 

Science -, community for' mixers which have large instantaneous IF 

bandwidth. A radiometer incorporating such a mixer would have 

the capability of observing many spectral lines simultaneously. 

The subharmonic mixer has the potential to fulfil such a 

requirement, as - discussed previously. The analysis so far has 

shown, that for one particular backshort position a 'mixer may, not 

necessarily be operating with equal sideband response. This 

should not be the case for a mixer designed so that optimum 

optimum performance is obtained when the' backshort is very 

close to the diodes. At this position the impedances presented to 

the upper and- lower sidebands should be very similar. 

The following figures investigate the effects of small 

. modifications to the circuit's physical dimensions. The example 

examines a'mixer operating around 183GHz with IF's at +/-10% of 

the 'signal frequency. These are the sort of bandwidths 'required 

for present research proposals. It is important to realise that for a 

mixer to have broadband operation it is not only necessary to 

present * the correct impedance at the IF but also at the' RF. 

(Attempts have sometimes been made to design IF matching 

circuits in order to increase the mixer bandwidth without any 

consideration as to whether there is any mixing occuring at the 

extended RF frequency). As we have seen, it may be the case that 
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at the higher or . lower - RF frequencies associated - with the 

increased IF, the embedding impedance presented ; to the, diode 

may be far from optimum. For broadband operation, it is 

necessary that the embedding impedance is optimized for all 

signal frequencies, and in addition, provide a, good match, _ 
at the IF output. Double diode subharmonic mixers are therefore 

, 
ideal . candidates for such an . application, - as , the ; impedance 

presented at the 
. 
IF is, effectively 1/2 of that, - associated ., with a 

single, diode. mixer. and therefore much easier to, broadband match 

to 5052. 

For each modification made to the - scale model circuit, two 

Smith chart representations are shown. The first in each- instance 

shows the impedance region covered for all the RF- frequencies 

'providing an IF output. These, . regions, were determined by 

displaying the RF signal in a swept form and moving the 

backshort. The, point at which the impedances over the -sweep 

were, considered most condensed (bunched) was 'the. region 

thought likely, to provide the most even IF-f response "across the 

I #f band. 

1. - The second set, of charts shows the circles drawn , by- the 

most extreme frequencies covered by ý the IF and shows t' . the 

impedances to which each sideband could be tuned with the -aid of 

the, backshort. ~-1 4- '` 

;: -Inevitably, the region where `bunching'. occurred was -always 

with the, backshort . almost entirely in(i. e. close to the diodes). This 

is not unexpected, as the tuning becomes - dispersive, ý as the 

backshort is withdrawn. This is" due to the. significantly different 

wavelengths of the-most extreme RF signals. 
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It can be seen from figures 7.2.1-7.2.3 that a wide variation 

of embedding impedances can be obtained by varying the length 

of the first filter section and the length of the whisker. From 7.2.3 

it is apparent that by decreasing the whisker length and moving 

the pads together it is possible to position the whole of the RF 

band over the region corresponding with computed optimum 

performance. It therefore follows that it should be possible to 

design a double diode subharmonic mixer to operate with an RF 

bandwidth of =36GHz with an IF of =18GHz with little degradation 

in performance. 

7.3 Improved Reliability 

7.3.1 New contacting techniques 

The technique of microwave limb sounding has now proved 

itself to be a very powerful tool in the field of Atmospheric 

Chemistry. The Upper Atmospheric Sounding Unit Microwave 

Limb Sounder (UARS MLS) has already returned huge quantities 

of invaluable data. A small sample is shown in figure 7.3.1. 

IIopefully, 

the atmosphere can now he monitored for the duration of the 

mission (approximately 18 months) and also far into the future 

with the proposed Earth Observation System (EOS). 

The importance of being able to build millimetric devices 

with 100% reliability is therefore paramount. 
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The plot kindly made available by the public information 

office at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, shows the abundance of 
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stratospheric chlorine monoxide (CIO) in a layer centered near 

. 
20km (65,000) altitude during the -winter oý 1991-92, measured by 

the microwave limb sounder on NASA's Upper Atmosphere 

-Research Satellite (UARS). CLO is the dominant form of chemically 

active chlorine that destroys Stratospheric ozone 

-' In the UARS' MLS all -the data collected originates from the 

nonlinear signals generated within the mixer whisker/diode 

configuration. Similarly; the local oscillator power supplied to the 

mixer is derived from the multiplier whisker/diode configuration. 

Hence- the entire experiment relies on two whisker contacts per 

channel. Because of power, weight and space limitations, 

redundancy ' is costly and difficult to implement. For UARS MLS, 

redundancy of the front end was not adopted. The cost of the 

system runs into many millions of dollars making any failure not 

only a scientific, but also a financial disaster. 

When the mechanical arrangement adopted in a whisker 

contacted device is first examined, the initial thought might be 

that such a system must be inevitably fragile. Surprisingly, this is 

not necessarily true. Devices assembled in a very haphazard 

manner have survived for many years in the relatively harsh 

environment of an astronomical receiver. Of course, a device 

intended for space use has to be able to withstand the rigours of 

launch and once in space it must never fail. 

In order to determine any potential failure mechanisms, a 

space device is put through a variety of environmental tests. 

Unfortunately, every time such tests are carried out, any 

weakness which may be present may be further degraded. With 

regard to the MLS instrument, it was found that devices 

assembled in the normal A way were capable of passing the 
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environmental tests required by NASA. Inspections were carried 
out to check for contamination and any possible previously 
unseen faults. Subsequently `a potential flight mixer failed during 

-the final installation of the complete radiometer. This was 
considered to be a very serious matter, as the diode had gone 
open circuit for no -apparent reason (although the radiometer did 

receive a slight jolt upon -integration: as the diode characteristic 

was not being observed at the time this took place, there was no 

way of attributing the failure to this event). 
When a failure occurs on a flight' device, a replacement unit 

cannot be fitted unless the cause of the failure has been 
determined and rectified. Therefore it was necessary to look at 
the failed device in great detail in order to discover the cause. 

whisker 

fig 7.3.2 

As the whisker pin and diode choke assembly were in the 

same half of the mixer block, it was possible to open the device 

without further disturbing the contact. An SEM examination 
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showed that the whisker tip had sheared, leaving a flat' end to the 

whisker: The whisker was ' now no longer in contact with the diode 

but positioned some distance back from the diode ' face. 

-I The' first test carried out was to re-contact the diode with a 

, new whisker. This whisker had been made to as near as possible 

to the same dimensions as the failed whisker. Once an electrical 

contact' had been made, the same amount of pre-load was 'given to 

the' whisker. This entailed moving the whisker post in by a 

further 2.5µm - from the point where the initial electrical contact 

" had occurred. 

The whisker/diode configuration was then modelled in a 

structural mechanics computer program. This predicted that for 

the particular whisker shape employed and for the pre-load 

given, a large upwards force acting on the diode tip would be 

present. This therefore appeared to be the force that had resulted 

in the whisker tip shearing. The arrangement in question is shown 

in figure 7.3.2 . To discover how much more pre-load the tip could 

withstand, the post was moved whilst the diode characteristic was 

observed on a curve tracer. After only 0.21im of additional 

movement, the diode contact went open circuit. This test was 

repeated, each' time -giving the same result in a satisfactorily 

similar manner. ' It was therefore concluded that the cause of the 

failure was that the pre-load which had been given to the whisker 

in the failed device was too 'close to that required in order to 

cause the whisker tip to shear. The computer model showed that 

the force on the tip could be dramatically reduced if the whisker 

length was °increased and the diameter of the wire reduced. 

Unfortunately, both of these changes would have degraded the 

mixer performance as they both result in an increase in the 
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overall . whisker . inductance. A solution , was found , by computer 

modelling various whisker , shapes. The final shape chosen is 

shown in figure 7.3.3 

- This : form of whisker, represents a, compromise between the 

resultant ; force and, overall length, but the pre-load given, still had 

to . 
lie within,. a ., narrow. range. 

One of the . main problems associated with the method of 

contacting used, at; - the time. was the inability to determine = the 

mechanical. point of contact. The whisker was simply driven in 

towards the diode chip using a micrometer drive, until _a diode 

characteristic was obtained., 
t+ý'ý1 

ýý., 

ý"i 
,t 

r; c 

i Ta 

1 

T, 

The actual moment, of impact . with the diode face (which is mostly 

Si02), could not be resolved,, optically, therefore there was only a 

random possibility of cleanly, contacting -a diode anode (the chance 

of, - this happening can. be- estimated from the diode area and the 

centre spacing). If the whisker tip hits the Si02- first, 5 the whisker 

post is still driven forwards because no - dc 'characteristic - is 

observed, until finally , the.. excess.: pre-load, provides sufficient 

. upwards force to move the whisker tip up. If enough pre-load is 

applied the whisker tip . finally becomes lodged in an anode well. 

This. implied that there would already be, a force - acting on the 
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whisker tip, before an electrical contact had been -observed. 
Obviously, - to separate the electrical point of contact from the 

mechanical 'point of contact it is necessary to have the capability 

to withdraw the whisker until- the contact is, -just lost. Such an 

arrangement would need to have the capability of releasing the 

whisker' pin without disturbing the contact. It was decided that 

very fine control over the position of the whisker tip was required 

and that this could be achieved by using a stepper motor drive to 

move the post. Another area of concern had been the way in 

which' the fit of the whisker post had been determined. This 

entailed the fabrication of a number of posts, which were then 

fitted into the interference hole manually to assess the `tightness' 

of the fit. 'Unfortunately, not only was this process , very subjective, 

but the numerous fittings had a detrimental effect on - the 

interference hole in the mixer block. In order to be able to 

quantitively establish the tightness of a post, a piezo-electric 

pressure transducer was included in the design of the new 

contacting jig. This was -a novel and important improvement. 

7.3.2 Description of Contacting Jig 

The contacting jig had to be capable of performing the 

following tasks :- 

(i) To allow controlled movement of the post both backwards 

and forwards to within 10% of a typical insertion (approximately 

0.2µm) with acalibrated backlash of less than 0.5µm . 
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(ii) To be= able characterise theft fit- of the poste quantitively. - 

(iii) - To be able to release, the - post once a successful' contact had 

been established ý with no resultant action on the post. 

The arrangement - that. met- these requirements is . described below 

and shown in figure 7.3.4 . 
The, whisker post is moved. via: a 0.1µm 

.. step translation 

stage with a, calibrated,,, backlash of < 0.3µm and a -maximum 

positional error - 0.7µm. The translation, stage -was fully tested-, to 

ensure that this specification - was met. " The ! piezo-electric pressure 

transducer,, performed two tasks, the first being to measure the 

force required to move the post, and the second being to calibrate 

the backlash the. system. 

Pressure Transducer 

J2 

Translation stage 

` fig 7.3.4 

- This - was extremely important; - as fr to fulfil the third 

requirement - 
it was necessary to use a loose fitting . keying 

mechanism to attach ý the pressure sensor -to k the'" whisker post. 

Many different approaches were tried in an attempt to meet this 
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requirement, but this. was the only technique that left diode 

contacts undisturbed and _yet was able to position the pin to` the 

required accuracy. ý- 

To -: verify- the manufacturer's specification for the translation 

stage, a whisker' was rigidly -attached to the moveable mount and 

was offered up to an electrically, isolated gold surface. A, gold 

: 1= surface ° was used as it could be thoroughly cleaned, would not 

oxidise and was readily available in a form with a surface 

smoothness; gof -+/- 0.1µm. The gold surface and the `whisker were 

connected electrically to the input of a curve tracer to show an 

open circuit. The whisker was then moved in until it was near to 

the gold surface, at which point its movement was limited to 
0.1µm steps. When a circuit was made, the positional display was 

zeroed and the whisker retracted, again in 0.1µm steps until the 

contact was lost, the total distance moved being the backlash of 

the stage. This experiment was repeated many times to ensure the 

the stage remained within specification. Interestingly, if a 

phosphor-bronze wire was used this test was only, valid if the 

wire had been freshly etched, any delay resulted in the formation 

of an oxide giving anomalous values. Provided Niaura whisker 

wire was used this was not the case, but if the whisker or gold 

surface were contaminated with an extremely thin layer of 

organic material, similar anomalous results ensued. 

Such layers could require up to 12µm of pre-load to the whisker 

tip before an electrical contact was made, therefore great care was 

taken to ensure no such layers were present. 

Next, an electrically isolated gold surface was mounted in a 

test block, which for machining simplicity had the same 

mechanical form as that of a full RF block but had no waveguides. 
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This was done so ; that the jig's ability ý to characterise the, 'fit of 'the 

whisker, post id-the interference hole could-'be assessed. " This 

entailed pushing the whisker post along the ° hole at a constant 

,. speed., The', output ý of the . pressure, transducer was connected to an 

" XY plotter - in , the YT mode to give a plot of force ° versus position, as 

`shown in ' figure 7.3.5. A whisker, was -then prepared - and offered 

up ' to the gold surface. The ` piezo-electric transducer crystal" has an 

: elasticity of -I. O m/N, which slightly -complicates the contacting 

procedure.: Wiih the post at rest, with all : play taken" up and' the 

translation stage is moved, for each O. 1µm movement an increase 

-in, force was required. 

5.0 
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3.0 

2 
2.0 

1.0 t 

0.0 0.1-. 0.2 0.3 0.4-0.5 0.6 
. c0.7 0.8 0.9 ID 

` Displacement (mm) 

fig 7.3.5 
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This was 'attributed' attributed to the crystal deforming under compression 

and was not to be confused with the post moving. At the point 

where the compressive force equalled the force required to move 

the' post, a plateau appeared in the plot, the shoulder of which 

occured over 0.1-0.2µm and was easily discernible. The display 

was then be zeroed and the post moved in towards, the gold 

sample, the distance travelled corresponding to that displayed. 

Once a contact was obtained a further insertion was given. Then 

the +'- , translation stage was withdrawn. Whilst the backlash was 

being taken up, zero force was observed. When the backlash was 

--finally fully taken up, a small negative force was shown, this 

being due to the crystal being stretched. Again it was moved 

backwards in 0.1µm steps until the shoulder of the plateau was 

reached and then onwards until the contact was lost. By 

comparing the distance between the plateau's shoulder and losing 

the, contact, to the amount of insertion initially given; - it was 

possible to verify that the total insertion distance could be 

measured with the required accuracy. Considering that the overall 

backlash in the system was R 150µm it was perfectly acceptable 

that the position of the post with respect to the gold surface could 

be reproducibly determined to within -0.2µm . 
The main advantage of the system was that for the first 

time it was possible to accurately measure the amount of pre-load 

given to a whiskered contact. This allowed the systematic 

optimization -of the whisker shape, tip cone angle, diode 

characteristic, contact force and the long term reliability' of the 

devices. It also acted as a powerful diagnostic tool and was used to 

identify possible failure modes for past and future devices. 
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As has previously been mentioned, a computer model was 

. used to examine the forces acting on the diode anode for different 

shaped whiskers with different pre-loads. Unfortunately, the 

quantifiable verification of the actual force exerted by a real 

whisker was just beyond the limitations of the jig, as the forces 

involved were'-just - below the lower sensitivity - range of the 

, =pressure transducer specification. However, it was possible to 

estimate to within an order of magnitude that the value for a 

typical whiskered contact was -1. OmN. 

As.. the force acting on a diode anode is approximately 

proportional to the insertion given, it was possible to verify that 

the force required to change ý the IV characteristic by a set amount 

was the same for all anodes, on the same diode chip, using the 

same whisker. It was possible to relate the rigidity of a particular 

whisker to the insertion required to bring about this change. 

Subsequently, many whisker shapes and sizes were tried both on 

the computer model and on the jig. Unfortunately it was apparent 

that -the whisker that would give optimum RF performance* would 

not f be- the whisker, chosen for = reliability and ruggedness, but the 

'jig. - did allow the a establishment of safe limits, and thus a 

compromise could be met. -,, - 
The diagnostic power- of the jig is illustrated in the sequence 

of SEM's in t fig 7.3.6, which were taken to verify the presence of 

an upwardly acting force on ° the whisker tip, as had been 

predicted by' the computer model. Shown is a contact on a UVA 

varactor F diode in which initially, with no measured insertion, -the 

whisker, tip is at the, bottom of the diode well. ' The whisker is then 

given 6µm of insertion and-the next SEM shows the now higher 

position, on ° the «diode anode confirming the presence of the 
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upwardly acting force. Finally, by removing a ll but I . Op ni of 

insertion the whisker returns to its pre-insertion position. 

l- 

(h 

lk 

It was now possible to understand the common failure mode 

of many whisker contacted devices, i. e. the diode contact going 

open circuit. Previously this had been attributed to the whisker 

post moving backwards. This had lead to the incorrect assumption 
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that. the whisker tip was flattened during contacting, as a whisker 
in a device which had failed in- this way always had a flat end. The 

failure was- in fact due to the excessive upwards force pressing the 

whisker tip against the top edge of the diode well. This being a 

much harder material (Si02), the' edge would cut through the 

whisker over a period of time, perhaps hastened by a sharp jolt, 

leaving the characteristic blunt, end. 

Another important finding of this work was that if the diode 

anodes were given no insertion and were free from contamination, 

the IV characteristics were identical to, within the capabilities of 

the measuring system employed (+/- 0.001V). This had not been 

the case for diodes contacted previously, using the hit or miss 

technique, probably because of over insertion of the whisker onto 

the Si02 and not contamination as had been previously thought. 

However contamination did prove to be a problem. Many tests 

had to be repeated, as it was found that meticulous care had to be 

taken if the true' -Aode characteristic was to be attained. 

Contamination of the diode or whisker usually consisted of a thin 

film of organic residue and this resulted in the inability to 

measure the whisker position with the required accuracy. Thus 

the whisker would not make electrical contact with the diode 

anode metallization at the point of touching, but as the whisker tip 

moved- across the anode face as the whisker was further inserted 

it would scuff up the -contaminant thin film breaking through to 

the metallization below., Observing, this process on, a curve tracer 

,. showed an.. intermittent open or, poor contact. with each movement 

of the post, making At difficult or impossible to determine the 

r :: t" exact point of contact. 
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- The, physical rigidity of the., diode/whisker assembly was 

also implied-by the jig. Any, movement of the diode was shown as 

a -4oss of insertion. 'This was also the= case for any deformation 

occuring to ý: the , tip, and it- . was possible to ensure- that the 'tip 

, _. remained unharmed after many contacts. 

Whisker contacts made in this way, proved, to be many times 

more resilient than had been previously been thought. This was 

demonstrated qualitively by violently rapping a whisker contact 

(existing in a dummy, block) against an aluminium plate. whilst 

observing the contact on a curve tracer. At no time did the contact 

change or fail. -I 

ß. Devices that had previously been , assembled for space, use 

had 
. shown a tendency for their . characteristics to - change. - on 

cooling or heating. This was shown to happen. over a -thermal cycle 

from -30 to +65C. Controlled contacts showed no change even 

. when placed in liquid . nitrogen and then immediately after, onto a 

hot plate at 90C. Unfortunately it will be some time before the 

true longevity of devices assembled in this manner becomes 

apparent as many previous, poorly contacted a devices ý. have 

nevertheless survived , several years before failing. 

. 7.3.3, Better Diodes? 

Although the manner in which the space flight devices are 

assembled is scrutinized in great detail, of all of the components 

that go into making , up a- mixer or multiplier probably the most 

important, i. e. the diode chips, undergo nothing other than a visual 

check. Of course they have to undergo all of the tests associated 

with a flight mixer and this should expose any obvious weakness. 
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, Unfortunately "very'' little published work has been dedicated to 

. the physical nature of diodes. " This stems mainly from their use, in 

Radio Astronomy, where low noise performance is the main 
driver. Performance is also very 'important for a space system, but 

as with the UARS MLS and AMSU. B radiometers, the mixers' 'and 

LO multipliers do not require 'state of the art performance. In fact, 

there 'is good reason to sacrifice 10-20% performance ' if better 

reliability can be obtained. 'Improved reliability and -performance 
are not always mutually,: exclusive, as the 'following argument may 
illustrate. 

It has been previously mentioned that the best low noise 
diodes have an IV characteristic ''that is pressure sensitive to a 

greater. or lesser degree. Due to this undesirable characteristic, 

whiskers , finally used in the UARS MLS mixers had to be much 

longer and thinner than thöse that would have given the best 

performance. This was because of the need for there to be some 

leeway in ý the amount Of pre-load that could be given to the 

whisker. For -the whisker -that gave the best performance, only 
2µm of pre-load was needed before the diode characteristic had 

changed by a significant amount. The magnitude of- the diode 

turn-on voltage could be related to the pressure exerted, which in 

turn could be related to the insertion applied for a particular 

whisker. If enough pressure was applied, then either the diode tip 

-would t shear, or the whisker, tip would puncture through the 

-'anode metallization degrading' the diode IV characteristic; leaving 

it unusable. This situation required ' a". compromise in which 

performance -was, traded , for contact '` confidence. Ideally, had the 

diodes, been-- less fragile, ' approximately 20% could have - been 

gained , in performance. 
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The reason, as ý to why - the = diodes are so sensitive to exerted 

pressure is not well understood, but it is commonly 7believed that 

it may largely be due to anodes being ý electroplated (rather than 

for 
. example being evaporated) in conjunction with " the thin 

epilayers 'used in the, low noise diodes. From a fabrication control 

perspective, - this- - is - certainly ,. undesirable, as not only is it 

necessary to remove the thin epilayer from the vacuum and 

immerse- it ý in a chemical solution at elevated temperatures, but it 

is well known that electroplated ý films can be highly porous. 

Problems can also be found in obtaining pure and even deposits 

especially for such small areas. One of, the, main reasons for the 

use of electroplating as opposed to evaporation is that the former 

can be done ' without the need ý for an additional photolithography 

step that would entail alignment to better than : 0.2µm. This, using 

optical lithography is very, difficult- and presently represents the 

state' of - the art for the modern semi-conductor industry. ' As the 

electroplating' solutions will not plate onto the Si02, this difficult 

'task, is avoided. If Electron Beam lithography were to be adopted 

however, = the alignment ' step could ` easily be realised, allowing the 

subsequent, advantages of vacuum deposition, which cannot be 

overestimated. Vacuum deposition gives precise control over the 

films stoichiometry and the film adhesion can be enhanced, and 

controlled with the use of in-situ cleaning techniques. This is 

almost -certainly the, way in which future Schottky diodes will 

have to be fabricated, as ' the use of direct write EBL will become 

essential, in , the making of the sub-micron diodes needed for 

terahertz operation. 

During the last few years, Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) has 

become more accessible. This allows the growth of mono-layers of 
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molecules, and in addition allows precise control over the doping 

levels obtained. Doping levels as' high as 1x1019 can be , obtained, 

at which point it becomes, possible to form ohmic contacts - directly 

on the GaAs surface. , This may make ýý the fabrication. of devices 'far 

easier in -the near future, as reliable low loss, ohmic contacts-have 

required an alloying'. step which' usually involves heating the 

unprotected epilayer to an, elevated temperature, tt400-600°C. -The 

ohmic contact- is formed, from an alloy which is predominantly 

made up of,, gold, germanium and tin. Many problems have been 

encountered in the, forming of an 'ohmic- contact that has good 

-solderability and does not result in 'degraded diodes. 

By choosing different Schottky barrier materials' it may be 

possible to reduce the LO requirement for an unbiased device. 

This would make the double diode mixer, a far ' more' attractive 

option , at terahertz frequencies where it will not ' be easy Ao 

independently, bias each diode. A Schottky barrier= formed from, a 

Au-'Ge alloy has a barrier height of 0.27-0.35eV [3], ' whereas the 

barrier heights for the more commonly' used 'Pt or . Ti ' are 0.86 ' [4] 

and 0.82eV [5] respectively. Of course. Pt and Ti are attractive ' as 

tF anode materials because they possess good adhesive ' properties. 

Any new- barrier material-, -must' also exhibit similar or-better 

adhesion'' 

Although ' diode , matrix chips have had many problems in the 

past, , very good, " performance, has still been obtained using ý this 

simplest, of structures. It is, inevitable that as progress is made in 

, the GaAs processing industry, state of the art-performance at 

millimetre wavelengths will also improve. ' 

.. ýs.,.. 
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7.4 An Equivalent " Planar "Diode Mixer 

Although much workis still being carried out with regard to 

whisker contacted " SHPM's around 200GHz, many millimetric 

device developers are switching to the airbridge diode as the 

preferred mixing element. The main reason for this is that the 

assembly of the mixing circuit is substantially simplified. At RAL 

the whisker contacted Schottky diode is also being adapted for use 

in submill, imetre, and terahertz devices although use of the 

airbridge diode has not been ruled out. By testing some of the 

more recent airbridge diodes in an identical waveguide mount to 

that used for the whiskered structure described in this thesis, it 

has been 'possible to draw 'a direct comparison between the two 

approaches. SO far the best result for the airbridge "diode has been 

with the diode type SD2T4 from UVA. Figure 7.4.1 shows the 

noise 'performance- obtained. 

y 

r 
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Planar Diode Subharmonic Mixerl90GHz 
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fig 7.4.1 

The effectiveness of the backshort described in,, [6) 
,: 

is 
. 
displayed. 

The two, curves-, in figure 7.4.1 are for_, the, performance measured 

with the backshort firstly uncoated and then coated, in " Si02. Other 

airbridge diode mixers have been assembled. and their 

performances have been very similar to those obtained with the 

whiskered devices. It is almost certain that if the new type of 

backshort had been available for the best whiskered mixer 

reported in this thesis then a similar performance could have 

been expected. , 
This planar diode mixer has been tested to determine its IF 

bandwidth. It is apparent that this device is very broadband 

although it is not known as to what extent the sidebands are 

balanced. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 

Subharmonic mixers have been built for use at 183 and 

157GHz using a novel technique. Good performance has been 

obtained, but a simple computer analysis in conjunction with low 

frequency scale. modelling predicts that the mixing circuit has not 

been optimised. By altering the mixing circuit in certain areas 

better inherently broadband performance could be gained. 

The diode\whisker assembly has been shown to be capable 

of passing a modified MIL883 reliability test. The whisker 

contacting process has been examined in detail using a novel 

contacting arrangement. Various failure modes are now 

understood and have since been eradicated. Future whiskered 

millimetric devices should therefore be even more reliable. 

With the use of custom designed contacting tools and 

arrangements it has been possible to assemble all manner of 

millimetre wave circuits without the need for special skills or 

ability. This technology is presently being adapted for use aboard 

the next generation of atmospheric remote sounding systems 

using heterodyne receivers operating at submillimetre and 

terahertz wavelengths. For the latter, `quasi-planar' circuit 

elements have been developed and suggested which should allow 

all of the benefits realised by the currently available airbridge 

planar diodes at lower frequencies. Their adoption should also 

allow easier empirical optimization as exact control over circuit 

element dimensions can be gained. By combining this new 

technology with machining techniques that are now becoming 

available, the useful range of whisker contacted waveguide 
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devices should be extended well into the submillimetre% terahertz 

region. 
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